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The ITeed For Corrective v/ork In Ai'itlimetic
iJ
The need for corrective v/ork in arithmetic is both old and
!l
Jnew. As far back ez. 1916, Jucc, in the St. Louis anc Grand
II
ilRapids School LiJirvey£, fcMnc that srithinstic was C5.U£.ing more
|i 1.
I'failures tnan any other subjects in those school systems.
:Recently, Wilson, (1937,) fov.n6 that in 15 tovns er.c cities in
.Metropolitan Boston, the following percentages of chil-^'ren were
i
iinct receiving; perfect scores in the funcamentals of arithmetic
Ijin Grades 6, 7, ar^c' 8: Ac^dition Process 69.35j Upper Decace
['Facts in Ar(?ition 58^, Subtraction Fid cess 59%, L'ultiplication
i
i!
Process 94.3%, Short Division Process 71.3% anc Long Division
'i Proces s 85. 7^^,
II
ij The size of the corrective load in arithmetic is a measure
of the falTjire in ori5:in?l teaching. 'Vhat we need and want is
preventive arithmetic, through a more effective teaching plan,
better prepared teachers, a better adjusted course of study,
I,
!i
and whatever else may be reqi^ired to f^ive the chile mastery of
1
il
the crill phases of arithmetic.
1. Juc:ci, Charles H. "!:easurirg the V/ork of the Public Schools
The Survey Committee of the Cleveland
Fouid ation, 1916.
2. V/ilson, Guy M. "The Corrective Load in the Fundamentals
of Arithmetic in Grades 6, 7, and 8. " A
W.P.A. Project (#17C) Boston University,
1937, Reviev/ed under the same title,
pp.234-r41, in the 1937 year book of the
American Educational Research Associatioili,

I!
Leac'.ers in the field of better arithmetic have developed
li
|: well defined opinions as to sone of the causes of failure among
i
I
pupils. ^AThile few of these opinions are adequately supported
!
by research data, it v/ill be of value to review the most com-
jl
monly mentioned causes, together vath such evidence a.s is
!I available.
Reasons Why Children Fail in Arithmetic
Children have been expected tc learn far more in schools
jj
in arithmetic than they have use for in their life applications
li
ji
of the Fubject. If the niaterial placed upon them for mastery
ji were limited to social usage, success would be an easier pos-
{ sibility. Studies made on the advisibility of limiting what is
|i taught in arithmetic to the life needs of the children have
|;
jl been going on for years, Wilson in his book, "^.Vhat Arithmetic
( 1.
ji Shall We Teach? "
, tells something of the early students of
i;
5 this phase of arithmetic research. Ke £ peaks of Rice, McMurry,
I,
|;
Stone, Courtis, Coffman, and Jessup as among the pioneers in
i!
(! this movement. They seem to be m agreement that the results
!
'i obtained by children who are taught the traditional arithmetic
II
Ij regardless of its usefulness, are not acceptable. Later
ii studies by '.Vilfon, Wise, Woody, Thorndike, llitchell, Charters, I
ll I
Bobbitt, and Schorling, confirmed and greatly extended the
ii
ii 1. Wilson, Guy "Vhat Arithmetic Shall 7e Teach?
Houghton rdfflin, 19 ?6.

ii findings of the earlier reports. "'.Vith s simplified prograni,
|i
|| if acconrpanied "by better teaching, the child may caily ex-
ii
^-
11
perience the joys of success in meaningful work. "
!
||
Anoxher reason why some chilcren reach the upper grades
i;
I!
in need of corrective work on the fundsjrientals is that the
initial teaching was begun before the chile was ready for it,
2.
Clifford Woody states that better results are obtained, in
the enc , if systematic drill in arithmetic is referred until
3.
the third grade. Many of our leaders support this view.
The child in the first or second grade, as a rule, fails
to unc er: tarj? the situations involving formal teaching of
arithmetic. The work of grades one and two should be devoted
to the experiences anc activities of that grade level which
will, m turn, develop meaninp; and motivation for the
children.
Systematic procedure is another important necessity in the
teaching of arithmetic if accuracy is to be secured . A small
amount mastered by cegrees will, in the end, lead up to Lhe
mastery of an entire process. This presupposes continued
1. Wilson, Guy M.
2. Woody, Clifford
3. Wilson, Guy M.
"Looking Ahead in Arithmetic.
"
Journal of "ducational Methoc,
X^/I: 163-164. January, 1937.
" When Shall Systematic Instruction Bjginf
Journal of Er'ucational Method,
WI: 165-166. January, 1937.
^Vhat Arithmetic ShaOL 1 We Teach? Op.Cit,
II
Ii

1 review on what is once leained. "Scientific investigations hav^i
!
1.
\
proved the value of a well-plarjied anc .yttematic drill."
f
:
Mo&t drill services are inadequate, sketchy, and lacking in a
' systematic plan which the chile can easily follow.
i
Another requisite for obtaining the best results in
:
arithmetic is thst the teacher have high standards by which to
I
judge the child's work. 100% mastery has been achieved by 95%
3.
of the children in a room where the principles of slow,
i
! systematic teaching have been carried out. If tlE usual 70%
1
' score is accepted as a "passing mark", many errors may go alorg
uncorrected. In fact? an averasre class score of 85% for a class
4
means that fewer than 20fo of the children have perfect scores.
Other students besices those of arithmetic are recognizing
the value of 100% accuracy. The following quotation is taken
fro^. the Denver, Colorado? course of etucy in Character Educatiolti
which discusses briefly the v/ays character training may be intej*
woven among classroom subjects:
1. Busv/ell, Guy T, 'Summary of Arithmetic Investigations. "
University of Chicago, Educational
Monograph, 1925, p. 19.
Kirby, Thomas "Practice in the Case of School Children
Teachers College, Columoia University,
Bureau of Publications, 1913,
2. Brooks, Jane "Choosing a Textbook in Arithmetic. "
Journal oi Educational Method,
XVI: 200-202, January, 1937.
3. Sv/eeney, Margaret "100% in the Funds enta Is ." Journal of
Ed)Ucational Method, )(VI: 170-174.
January, 1937.
4. Wilson, Guy M, '^Corrective Load in the Fundamentals of
Arithmetic in Grades VI, VII, and VIII.
Op. Cit.
tf
II
n?.Tg.them3tics
"Ivlathematics cefinitely contributes to the cultivation of
personal responsibility. The ideal is lOO'S accuracy. In
attempting to reach the goal, a child endeavors to exceed his
ovm record of yesterday and is not satisfied merely to have a
higher rank than a neighbor or even to lesc his class. The
I
reward for success is vvork that is irore difficult. Thus he is
' 1.
[
incited to develop his potential ability to the ma.ximuni. "
Many teachers fail to recognize their responsibility of
j
finding out v;here a chiDd stands when he reaches their rooms.
I
They take it for granted that each chile is ready to begin righi
j
away on the work assigned to thct grace m the course of study.
I This is sel^'om the case and v/hen the work is once begun, tne
! child is throv/Ti into all kinds of confusion, which might have
! been avoided by a carefiil inventory of his knowledge of
I an thjnetic. Constant checking- and review are two fundamental
i
I
j
requirements on ^'rill arithmetic, -s now scheduled in the coursjj
i of study.
!
I
Problem work causes a ^reat deal of difficulty in
arithmetic. TIajiy children are faced v;ith the puzzling thought
i
I
of hov; to determine what proce; s to use in the solving of the
!
problem. Most problems in many textbooks are meaningless arjd
! ^
i
artificial an'-' ha.ve no bearing upon the interests and needs of
|
1, Character Education Committee "Character Education in the
Denver Public Sc?iools. "
l!onograph #14 19 29.
1
I1.
the chile". Cthurn says, th^t in enclyzing the errors inace
in problem work in arithmetic, he lounc tht-t 60% of "chem were
cue to the failure of the C:-iE to understei-c. the £itu&tions
usee in the v/ritten problems. Tais indicates that the problem
Vvorkjas usually ettemptec in the schools, is not of such a
nature s£ to be profitable to the chile. A new viewpoint is
slovfly ceveloping in problem -vork; it it much needed.
The testing program of the schools has frequently been
detrimental in that it cr-llec for relatively useless skills
on the one han^' , arc on the other hcoid, failed to adequately
test on the useful processes anc skills. Tiie testing should,
obviously, be properly articulated and subordinated. It shoulp
not become the dictator of school procedures, on the basis of
3.
stancarcized tests; many of them are too unacceptable.
1.
2.
Osbum, '.Vorth J.
V/ilson, Guy V,
^Corrective Arithmetic.
Hou%'hton LTifflin, 1924.
"Criteria of the 'Yritten Problem. "
Education 54: 457-60, April, 1934
Hooper, Laura, and stratton, Barbara.
"Developing ITumber Concepts with
Yo-mg Children. " Journal of
Educational Method, 16: 193-197,
Januer^^, 1937.
3. Beattie, Louise, "Standardized Tests in Arithmetic. !f'
Journal of Educationel Method
16: 175-176, Januai^^, 1937.
Ij
iStudies in the Field
There have been a few unpublished Master's theses in receiit
IJ
years on the subject of Corrective Arithmetic. In 1935 Pucko
worked with two children from the Judge Baker Guidance Center
anc' three children from the Shurtleff School in Chelsea,
Ma^^sachusetts, In eech case, the home condition, school hitto^jy^
personality of the chile, anc results of tests in arithmetic
were carefully studied. The arithmetic tests given v/ere the
2.
"'.Vilson Inventory sji(^ Diagnostic Tests" in addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division. An analysis of the
errors made on there tests wa£ carefully noted. The remedial
work consisted of the use of a better presentation of the fact^
and process steps anr further rrill on them after the presenta-j
3.
tion. For this purpose, the 100% Drill Books were used. The
exaiiples in these books ere graded, proceeding in terms of
gradually increasing difficulty for each group of facts. From
time to time, informal tests were acministered to check for
mastery. A method of instruction found to be lavorable was to
have the child v/ork the examples out loud to check on his
thinking. Fla.-^h cards were uf ed and founc to produce favorable
results. At the conclusion of the reiTiedial instruction, the
sauT.e tests were again administered. Eleven tests, covering
various phases of the four fundamental processes v/ere given to
each of the five pupils, a total of 55 individual tests at the
1. Pucko, Roman "Five Case Studies of Arithmetic Failures^
Unpublished Master Thesis, Boston
University, School of Bducati on, 1935,
2. Wilson, Guy M. "Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in
3. Wilson, guv M. "^i^ig§l^£f-nfPg5^kl1n'^£l!tg£elfg:^"-
i
Macmi 11an ,T9S?;
I
I
I
II
I
6.
beginning and 55 individual tefts at the enc of the remedial in-
struction. At the beginning, eight tests were cone perfectly;
at the enc, 18 were cone v/ithout error. Si^nificaxit gain v/ere
!made on all but seven of the 55 re- tests; on those seven, the
gains were small.
Another unpublished Master's thesis on one phase of
1.
Corrective Arithmetic is that by Soles, In chapter one, he
discusses the principal factors which affect learning as a v>/hole
end the process by which skill in addition may be developed.
I
Then he devotes a chapter each to group diagnosis, corrective
methods to be applied to groups, individual diagnosis, and
individual corrective work. Soles states as reasons v/hy childreiji
fail in arithmetic the fact that the work is too hard for their
imental level, their inability to keep up with the pace set by th^
teacher and the more capable of the class, the lack of ability of
'Some teachers to give clear explanation, the fault cf some
jteachers of trying to teach without proper motivation, and the
jspeed^^ passing to new work before completely mastering previous
>|v/ork. Soles recorj.ends group diagnostic tests for the discovery
I
|of specific errors. This, plus analysis of the pupils' daily
vvork, should be the teacher's basis for the remedial work. The
iteft used for group diagnosis in addition by Soles with his !
!
"
I
ii 1
1. Soles, Edward "Diagnostic and Corrective Treasures in
Addition. " Unpuolished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 1935

remecial group of ?3 fourth, fifth, snd sixth grade children in
1.
a public school, wae the 3 P Test in Acc ition by Wilson, An
analysis of each chile's errors was made. The facts missed wer^
then arranged in units for drill. The codoinations were never
put into examples before they v/ere completely mastered. As sooij
as a pupil finirhed the v/ork of one group, he moved forward to
the next group. Progress of the pupils from day to day was kep1(
Paired drill, use of flash cards, anc conpetitive games were
found to be effective motivation. In the v/ords of the author
this thesis has three aims: "To help children who are in a stalfle
of confusion in arithmetic, to give teachers a scheme of
diagnosis anc corrective methods, and to tra^in better arithmetic
teachers through giving them, sn understanr ing of the difficult!^
which pupils meet in addition,
"
A thesis of interest m this phase of arithmetic is that
of Miss Marion Bov/dren. She studied five ncrmial chilrren who
v/ere failing in arithmetic. She used the following procedures:
(1.) Conference with parents; ) Inventory tests; (3) Diag-
nostic tests; (4,) Personal contact with the chil3 outside of
sdiool; (5,) Rem-edial work. The conferences with the parents
and children showed that the chilrren felt keenly their
failure, anc knew, approximately, when confusions had begun in
the field of arithmetic. The tests given were the Wilson
1, "Wilson, Guy M, "The Inventory anc Diagnostic Tests in
Arithmetic. " Boston University, op, cit.
2, Bowdren, Marion E. "Five Case Studies in Arithmetic. "
An Unpublished Master's Thesis.
====- BoatonJOniv^sity -School QlLJEducation,_1^34.
1

10.
Process Inventory and Diagnostic Tests. An analysis was made
of the errors on each test. A syste:natic prccedure was usee: to
teach the facts end process steps in the four fund?mentals.
Retests were given, v/hich showec consicerable snC worthwhile gai^s.
In ccncl-JGing, Miss Bowdren stated tha^ since 9(B of the
2.
adult usage of arithmetic is with the four fundamentals, they
should be taught perfectly. Furthermore, failure is not a
necessar^r event in the arithmetic life of ariy child if the
teacher is v/illing to co some extra v;ork or plan adequately for
inr'ivic'ual needs.
Doing his corrective work in arithmetic at the Junior High
3.
School level, Joseph Randall v/orked in the Quincy Public
Schools. In his o^m words, "The purpose of this experiment was
i to study the possibility of overcoming weaknesses in arith-
jmetic fundamentals at the Junior High School level, through
I
corrective procedures on the "100% Plan", to be used under
certain reasonable conditions anc limitations. " The children
1
in the corrective group had to qualify in three respects before
I
gaining admission: 1. Those having difficulty in the fundamental
1. Wilson, Guy LT.
;
2. Wilson, Guy K,
3. Randall, Joseph,
"Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in
Arithmetic. " Op. Cit.
"A Survey of the Social and Business
Usage of Arithmetic. " Contributions to
Education Fc. 100 Teachers College,
Columbia Universi
"Corrective Arithmetic in the Junior
High School. "
Unpublished Faster' s Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, 1936.

11
of erlthmetic; 2, Those who, in the above group, had an IQ of
100 or better; 3. Those, in the second group, who were anxious
to improve their arithmetic abilities anc were willing to give
the extra time necessary for the corrective work.
The Tilson Inventory and Process Test 3P, coverir^g addition
facts anc process step cifficulties was given. This was
followed by the '.Vilson Test 4P of the same series, covering the
subtraction facts anc" process step difficulties. 200 pupils
took these tests. Because of a low score or a high amount of
time taken, 49 pupils out of the original 200 were chosen to be
further terted. The tests given next were on the 100 primary
facts in addition and on the 300 upper dec ace facts from
10 plus 9 to 39 plus 9. From these tests, 9 children were
chosen to be given the corrective work. One of the 9 moved
away curing the experiment, leaving 8 who completed the work.
Motivated, systematic drill was used as a regular part of
the work. Frecuent, informal, tests were used at regular
intervals. When he was ready for the final test (upon the
completion of his drill books), each pupil was given a final
test in ad/ition and subtraction. The same tests as given in th|^
pre-tests were used. On the addition test, all rthe chi Idren
made 100 %; all but 2 made perfect scores on the subtraction
test. Pupils in this experiment s^.ent 884 minutes in
corrective v;ork, equal to slightly less than 18 periods of
50 minutes each. This would be equal to about 10 minutes per
day for one semester.

(I
1
I
j
Concluding, ¥t. Rancall stated that it is possible with
chil^'ren of ?ver&ge or higher intelligence at ohe Junior High
[
School level to correct faults in factual knowledge or process
steps in addition with a reasonable e^qpenciture of time in
properly motivated, individual, remedial work.
I
j
Purpose of This Thesis
I
j
This study has been carried on in one of the dtov/ns
i, covered by 7/ilson's study mentioned on page 1. His study
li
disclosed sizable corrective loads in the fundcmentals at
ji grades 6, 7, and 8. This study is based upon grades 4, 5, and
j
'6, in a single tovm, as just indicated; it is carried out with
i
I
more attention to cetail, anc it ha£ been so managed that many
I
I suggestions on corrective procedures have been secured.
!
( Modification of the testing program from the central office hat
j
I
'
contributed. Re-testing in the fundamentals in March was also I
I'
made possible.
i
The specific purposes of this thesis are:
I
1. To find, in October, the corrective load in the
^
;
fundamentals of arithmetic in graces 4, 5, and 6, in a good
' school system;
i 2. To re- check the same m March, in order to note
I direction and amount of change;
I
3. To note, in a very general way, the factors
:
r-enntr 1huting to improvement .-

13.
•
By "corrective load" in a grade is meant the percentage
of pupils in that grade who make scores less than 100% ( or
such standard, as for the saice of argument, might be agreed
upon), in the essential drill phases of the "Fundamentals" of
arithmetic. In this study, for practical purposes, 9^, or
two errors, was considered the minimum score with which a
child, if seciiring it within a reasonable time limit, could be
considered not in need of corrective v/ork.
Incidentally, it may be noted that any improvement securec
is to be credited to the v/ork of the regular class teachers.
Accordingly'-, the results will be of interest to all regular
teachers and Lheir supervisors. The writer believes that the
needed improvement in results can and must be secured through
rightly directed work of regular teachers. Recourse to a
special remedial teacher is not possible m most schools.
Therefore, it is more profitable for a regular classroom
teacher to be taught hov; to carry forward a corrective
program based upon individual needs.
c
II- Procedure
During the week of October 4, 1937, all children of grades
4, 5, and 6, ofthe six elementary schools in a town in Metro-
politan Boston were tested on the fundamentals of arithmetic.
Children in grade 4 were given a test in addition and subtrac-
tion. Fifth grade children v/ere tested in addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, and short division. Those in grade 6
were tested in all the fundamentals, including long division.
The tests used in this study vrere the Wilson Tests, Spaulding-
Moss Company, Boston, 1937, t le forms used the Addition Proces
Subtraction Process, I.^ultiplication Proc€&s, Short Division
Process, and Long Division Process. In the October testing, th|^
6P Test (See Appendix), v/as used. For this reason, comparison
betv>reen the multiplication scores Pl" ..theOctober and March tests
is not possible. The 5P Test has 100 exam.ples, while the W
test has only ?0 e>B"Tples. The tests used will be referred to
throughout the study as the Addition Process Test etc. Samples
of all the tests used will be found in the Appendix.
In testing, the arithmetic curriculum for the LOWn was
carefully followed. Each teacher gave tests to her own group,
giving one test a day until all processes for that £-rade had
been covered. Each child was allov/ed to finish the tests, and
check his work. The time was carefully noted and recorded.
1124 children were tested, divided into grades as follows:
Grar'e 4, 3?7 chilrren; Grade 5, 414 children; Grade 6, 383
, . , ,
schools
children. These 11?4 children were in six different/ thirty-
four different rooms, ae indicated in Table I which follows:
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Table 1. shows the number of chilcren in each room air grade.
School
B
C
D
E
Room
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Total teachers 34
Grace
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
1
5
6
4
4
5
5
6
6
?
4
5
5
6
6
4
5
5
6
6
Number
29
35
20
14 *
38
41
40
38
12 *
38
36
34
36
38
40
40
37
35
31
31
31
29
28
36
^
27
40
34
33
30
22
27
15
12
39
267
262
110
186
184
115
Total children 1124
;The identity of theschools anc^ teachers is withheld in all
tsbles. Original -'ata have been carefully filed with the Major
Professor.
* Combination- two grsCes in one room. Two teachers had grades
five and e ix in one room.

IThe papers were corrected through the cooperation of the
teachers in the t^own. V/hen the teachers correct their own
papers, they see the needs of the children and are able to start
administering help. It is an advantage to the children to have
corrective work start as soon as possible, follov/ing the
testing program.
It is a very desirable feature of any testing program to
have uniformity in directions, scoring, and recording of results
jFor this purpose, mimeographed sheets were given to each
teacher on v.^hich to list her children alphabetically and note
essential data, including score and time. For the scoring of
the tests, a similar sheet of directions was given.
Table 11. is read as follows: Pupil 1 in School E, 6th
grade, teacher rs, made a score of 9r in addition (A P test)
!
out of a poj sible 100, and completed the test in 15 minutes,
!
On the other tests, pupil 1 secured results as follows:
j
Subtraction (G T Test), I'^O in 8 m.inutes; irultiplication
t
(r F Tett), 1"0 in 20 minutes; Short Division (5 D P Test),
I'^O in 7 minutes; anf Long Division (L D P Test), 96 in 22
mdnutes.
The next step was to star any score that v;as unsatisfactory
or any time above a reasonable time limit for doing the test.
This starring has been carried out for one room a- a sample, in
Table 11. Those children whose scores or tine were £ tarred
were considered in need of corrective work in one or more
{processes. If a child *s name were starred for adr ition, the
yefririLt c> of hir-^,h^T^t^fets vj^re not studied at. t.hiF; pm'nt., fm?._
(Continued on page 19)
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Ta'ble 11. £hov;g a" t:'rpicpl room v/ith score anr time for each
ir. e.ll ceSi
I>j.-il
1.
*->
^«
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
3.
10.
11.
1?.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
?0.
?1.
2?.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
3C.
31.
33.
34,
Addition
Score Tine
Subtraction
Score Tim©
Multiplication
Score Time
Short Div.
Score Time
Long Div.
Score Time
1
/^^^ r 7
/C r
^/
t- //
r V /C
/r /o J-S'
// J" /ir-e
/v5 /a
:crcr / CrV /r
ytrx) /en) /^
/7 7^ r
// /(TV /^
-l&rv // le-o /in) //
.—^
—
<^ / (TO / iTC
//
/
/o / (to ^•^ / /(TV /?
/C
/
^/
7^ CO //
ff // 7^ ^7
r y
Id XT'
r /Cro
/ (m r /^ ^/
7 r J /rt)
u r
/ <tz>
II /^ // 7i^
/ (riS r
? r //
\ /c
7^ \ /c 7-^ ^¥
/A
18,
Exhibit A shows a sample of the "S'heet of Directions"
g-iven to efiph tepoher, es sn aid in .c^prnri np^uniformitv in
scoring the tests recording the data.
EXHIBIT A
Directions for Wilson Arithmetic Tests
Each lettered section of the Wilson Tests counts for
four points. Perfect scores v;ill be 100^. In a lettered
section in which there are two or more examples, all
examples must be correct to earn the fo'or points for that
section.
Although these tests are not timed tests, it is
valuable for diagnostic purposes to have the time recorded.
It is suggested that at the end of one minute, the teacher
write the number one on the board; at the end of tv/o
minutes, she write two, etc. The child will then copy the
last number on the board when he finishes his test, and put
it in the space on hie test that says "Time. "
Please record the names alphbetically on the record
sheet and file the papers in alphabetical order before
returning.
I
(Continued frorn page 16.)
he was put into a group receiving hel^.. in scf ition. If a
pupil hac a satisfactory
'
core on addition, his subtraction
score '::as stuciec, etc.
Although the teachers vrere agreed that the acceptable
standard for the fundamentals should be 100%, they felt that,
due to the fact th-t they have previously been accepting 70%
as a satisfactory score, the increase to 100% was too much to
expect from the pupils v/ithout special rrill. So a compro-
mise v;as reached. Allovrirg the chilrren to make tv/o errors,
as each example counted for four points, brought the minimum
acceptable score down to 9 2^7. The teachers, agreed, however,
to stress 100^ results as a goal tov/ard which all should
•vork in the future.
The following table, Table 111, shows the result of the
starring described. Accepting 92% as a minimum mark with a
reasonable tire 1105, or 98^, cut of 1124 children v/ere found
to need help in one or more of the fundamentals.
If we had accepted only perfect scores as satisfactory,
only two children outof 1124 would be free from the need of
corrective work. This is shcvm in Table IV.
In order to shov; each principal and teacher the results
of the testing, the scores were arranged into distributions,
v/hich shov;ed the number of pupils at each point from 100
down to 0. The mean score for each process in every grade
was found and is shown at the bottom of each sheet. The
principals founc this helpful in seeing the arithmetic
(Text continued on page 21.)

I20.
Tsble 111, ghovvs the number of chilrrcn in eech grgce
tekin-^: the vgrlcus tests, snc the naniber of such chilcren
needin? corrective work in the func" amentals, usin^- as the
minir!um acceptsble score anr r-.quirin? a reasonsble tinie for
Grace
4.
5.
6.
Tests Given
Acdition
Subtraction
Ac ition
Subtraction
loiltiplicati -n
Short Division
Ad c ition
Subtr? ction
I'ultiplicption
Short Division
Lon^ Division
Fumber of
Chile ren.
;27
Number Starred as
Needing Corrective
'York.
327
414 409
383 369
Totals— 112 4 110 5
Table IV. shov/s the same information (except listing of
testsTT'a:-: in Table 111, usincr 100^ ss Lhe only acce^itable
score, the tir:e fee tor helc at "reasonable" time, as in Table 111 .
'. Grade Number o
Chile rsn
Number Starred As
Needing Corrective
V/ork.
4. 327 327
5, ^14 414
6. 383 381
Totals 112 4 112 2
—— — —
i

;situation of the town as a whole, anr of their own schools in
llparticular. The following eleven pages show the results of
I
i this tabulation.
Tables V to X"/ are read as follows:
In School E, teacher 27, in the Adr ition Process
Test, there was one score of 40, 4 scores of 60, 1 of 64, 1 of
72, etc. The total number of children in that room is 26. The
rest of the tables are read in a similar way, only differing as
to the process and that, in each case, is named at the top of
the sheet.
The schools were lettered from A to E and the
teachers were numbered from 1 to 36 in order not to reveal the
identity of the different rooms.
It will be noted that uhe total for a grade in Tables
V to XV does not correspond, in every case, with the grade
totals noted for the stu^y in the section called "Procedures".
This variation is common in similar studies, and is cue to the
well known fact of slight irregularity of attendance. However,
it was thought best to use the totals a£ they came, as any
attempt at adjustment at the close for the entire study would
have delayed final tabulations in a most unacceptable manner.
In order to reduce the summary to simpler terms. Table
XVI has be:n prepared. It shows the distribution of scores
for each grade in the process in which the children were
tested, together with the means and other summary data. Table
XVI is a summary of Tables V to XV inclusive.
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October Scores
ifible XVI show^ the ('i? tribution of scores from 100
for each of the grades 4, 5, anc 6, for all of the
iTotals, means, sue other summary data appear at the
dov;n to 0,
four processed,
bottom.
80.88 45.84 84,28 81.65
iam 68 84 88 48 84 88 56 84 44
Q
Pist.
76 92 96 76 92 96 72 92 72
52 72 80 20 60 76 44 76 20
12 10 8 28 16 10 14 8 26
70.96
76
92
68
12
72
88
44
22
Long
i! Addition Subtraction mi. Short Div. Div.
Grades A. c; 6 cO cO D 6 6 6 Sc.
Scores
:
100 rio PR 49 A ^d t)0 A 00dd 11 37 16 ICO
96 10 59 PO AA. Oo 1 00dd 8 35 27 96
92 Oj *±o 65 lo A Q 4U 11 73 8 39 20 92
88 Ol A O 52 13 46 A "X.41 4 53 15 23 21 88
84 oodd. 57 47 10 37 26 13 50 12 24 • 30 84
80 j.y 4y 32 16 17 29 9 22 16 14 22 80
i
76 2o o4 16 13 13 21 28 30 13 23 25 76
72 do oc 19 10 14 12 28 23 19 26 12 72
1 68 oooy ol 7 IS 8 10 34 7 14 11 19 68
64 17 4 3 14 9 22 15 17 13 10 64
1
60 3U y 3 11 13 10 38 3 21 10 • 9 60
56 1 1 14 14 6 41 9 14 — 13 56
52 lb 7 - 4 ^6 10 12
13
52
48 13 6 11 6 3 15 2 17 9 48
1 44 1 1X I ± lo l<d 1 10 /I4t 13 9 9 44
1
40 J. cO O OA 20 5 11 40
!,
36 7 1 <-} O od lo 13 8 6 36
li 32 6 1 7 5 1 17 10 11 32
il
28 3 12 3 3 4 3 19 11 28
! 24 2 5 2 1 4 19 7 24
20 1 1 13 3 3 1 14 10 6 20
16 2 16 5 4 14 3 16
li 12 0 27 4 2 3 15 3 6 12
8 1 19 7 18 6
4 1 13 2 6 25 13
0 12 2 26 11
Total 317 396 355 303 374 346 :'92 357 399 369 339
keen 65.36 87.96 75.12 57.6 44.72 61.76

Figuring: of Deviation
Anyone who works in statistics is helped to see the form of
a distribution by having, in addition to a central tenc'ency, a
:neasure of deviation. In the present etudy, little or no use of
the measures of deviation is made, an^ for that reason, the one
of the three raearures which is most easily found, namely Q, is
|
here used. Q, or Q Distance,, is usually defined as the
1 .
distance between th first anr third quartiles divided by 2. .
It, of course, covers 50% of the total scores when applied both
i
yays from the median.
Q Distances for Table XVI are shown at the bottom of the
table. Decrease in 0 in Ac"- ition from 12 in grade 4 to 8 in
|:racie 6, show, a deci(^ed branching of scores, anr a glance at the
qistributed scores shows that the bunching is at the upper level-
This is very desirable.
1. McCall, William "How to Measure in Education.
"
Macmillan, 1922.
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In viev; cf the fact ths.t the tests were exce--filngly
simple arc in viev; of the further fact that an average class
that 1.
score of 85"^ raeans /less then 20"^? of the scores are pei-fect,
there is no escaping the conclusion that the scores are
unsatisfactory in each process at every grace. Table X^/I- shcjfws
that there is a very sizable corrective loac, even v/hen the
unacceptsble stancarc of 925 is agreed upon as a basis.
Table X^/11, in turn, is a summary cf the means as
revealsc in Table X^/l. Some may be inclined to accept such
average scores SO. 86 87.96 (Accition, graces 5 anc 6),
as satisfactory, since they are far above tht. city ;
passing mark of 70'!-. Such a conclusion only emphasizes the
fallacy cf an average in reaching conclusions, particularly
on results v/ith essential crill materials. Referring to
Table :CVT it is seen that althoijgh the mean score in addition
for grace six is 87,96, there v/ere only 49 out of 355 pupils,
of 13.8^ who made perfect scores in this simple test. Only
173 of the 355 sixth grade pupils, or 48.7^ made 92^S or
above. In other words, 86,2% of the sixth grade pupils misse(^
the perfect score on this simple test, and 51,3% of the
pupils failed to reach the compromise standard of 92%,
i
1 Wilson, ^uy M. "The Corrective Load in the Fundamentals oi
Arithm tic in Grades 6, 7, and 8," Op. Ci

Table X^/ll shows the mesii score for esch process for
grg.des 4, 5, gnc 6, in all schools, combined into totgls .
Qctooer Test .
Gre6e 4 Grace 5 Grade 6
Addition 65.36 80.83 87.96
Subtraction 45.84 75.12 84.^
Multi-plicFtion 57.6 81.65
Short Division 44.72 70.96
Long Division 61.76

Analysis of Errors
I
I
I
Testing is often little more then a formal procedure
with little or no benefit to the child because of failure to
analyze the results of the testing. Accordingly, the v/riter |
listed esch child in every room with his most significant
errors in epch process tested. This formed the scheme for
corrective work on the basis of individual needs. The
teachers received this detailed information about every
child in their rooms, end thus had a clear picture of the
errors, which scores alone on a test do not show.
Exhibit B, show: the analysis mace for e typical fourth
grade.
Time
Time plays an Important part in diagnosis of the arith-
metic difficulties of children. It is desirable that each
child should be allowed to finish his test so that a true
measure of his mastery of the facts and process steps may be
obtained. If a child takes longer than a reasonable time on
a test, one may propealy suppose that he is not giving the
answers automatically. If the test is in accition, for ex-
ample, he may be resorting to any of the well known methods
of counting to find the desired answers. It is common to
observe children in a school room counting on fingers, tapping'
I
-.•r-^rzmrtk -<L^ul£T^.^^ P,?.per , _ and counting the jjLnes
(Text continued on page 29
.
)
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i
Exhibit B Showe for a topical fourth grade, as revealed by the
I
testing, an analysis of the errors.
Pupil
1
8
Adcfition
13 plus 4
15 plus S
27 plus 8
carrying error
Single column addition
28 plus 8
carrying
25 plus 7
27 plus 5
carrying errors
Single column addition
carrying
23 plus 4
28 plus 8
1 plus 7 (subtracted)
carTylng
13 plus 8
28 plus 8
26 plus 6
carrying
29 plus 7
28 plus 3
Dirn»t finish
15 plus 3
7 plus 2
15 plus 5
13 plus 8
15 plus 8
carrying
Subtraction
11- 2
9-5
4-4 (Borrowed)
0 errors
12-7
10-4
0 diificulties
100
8-6
11-9
13- 6
11-4
18-9
14- 6
11-9
(Added when borroving)
Borrowing
dollars and
cents
11-3
0 errors
7-0
6-0
6-5 confused
13- 6 when
12-5 minuend
14- 6 is above 9
I;
All the children in every class had their papers analyzed by tlifle
!l
v;riter in a v/ay" similsr to the page above.
'I

of a ruler as some of the most conmon methods of counting
used. 7ith the tir^e on the Addition Process test for grade
six running; from 4 minutes to 20 minutes, it is obvious that
some children either counted out all the combinations, had
difficulty v:ith the process steps, or c'ic not concentrate
entirely on t he test -.vhile being timed. Similer observations
may be mace on the other processes at the different grace
levels. Some of the time r?n fairly high, cue to the fact
that the time taken for checking was included in the time
recorded. By checking is meant going over the example a
second, time to be sure there are no careless errors made.
The entire istributions for time for the addition pro-
cess only, grades 4, 5, ^nc 6, are shovm in Tables XVlll to
XX, which follow. The processes of subtraction, multiplicatioji,
and division v/ere cone in a similar v;ay, but for the sake of
brevity, are emitted here. The summ.ary sheet will telil the
entire storj*" for all processes. All teachers did not record a
time for every child, so the totals v;ill not eqial the totels
of the table that showed the distribution of scores only.
Tables to XX are read as follov;s: In grade 4, all
schools, in addition, 1 child received a score of 100 in
11 minutes, 1 in 21 minutes, 1 in 22 minutes, and 1 in 30
minutes, making a total of 4 children receiving a score of
100, The next tables are read in a similar v/ay, only
referring to the process named at the top. The meantime for
each process is at the bottom of the sheet.
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Table 7X1 shows the cic tribution of tlrne alone for all
processes for each of the three graces so arranged as to make
quick coiTipariscns possible. It contains c ate of unusual sig-
nificfnce. Those v;ho have had experience with the Accition
Process Test v/ould, in general, sgree that it should be com-
pleted by sixth grace children, for example, in not to exceed
8 or 9 minutes, unless counting is taking place. By contrast
column 3 of Table XXI, showing distributions of time for 6th
grade pupils in addition, indicates that at least one half of
the chile re n, possibly more, are probably securing their
results by counting.
It is difficult to convey the sigaificance of these
timed distributions, but one may think about it in this way.
If one sixth grade pupil completed the Addition Process Test
in four minutes, then it would seem that if the process has
been reasonably mastered, no pupil should take more than 8 or
9 minutes to complete the test. Actual!'', the time for the
Addition Process Test for 6th grade children extends from 4
minutes to 31 minutes.
In a similar way, it may be noted that the time for the
Subtraction Process Test for 6th grade pupils extends from 3
minutes to 32 minutes, ?that 6th grade pupils on the Multipli-
cation Process Test take from 5 minutes to 38 minutes and in
the Short 'ivision Test from 4 minutes to 40 minutes. The
Long Division Test took from 10 minutes to 43 minutes. Vi/hile
psychologists recognize considerable variation in reaction
( Text reontinti^dW "^a^~4e')
c
TABLE XXI Shows The Distribution Of Time For All Processes^
Gr&c_e£__ 4, 5, Anc 6, All Schools Combined,
October Tests -
Adcoition Subtraction Multiplication Short Div.Long: Div.
Grades 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 6 5 6 6
Min.
3 - - - 3 1 - - - -
4 - - 1 1 4 - — - 3 -
5 - 1 5 3 3 18 - - 5 16 -
6 5 4 9 5 23 - - 1 - 17 -
7 1 7 15 13 46 - - 2 22 -
8 1 17 25 8 15 27 - 3 25 -
9 1 20 33 8 30 33 - 11 31 —
10 9 38 47 10 42 54 1 1 19 60 1
11 6 19 23 7 9 32 1 1 11 18 1
12 7 39 35 54 34 20 - - 11 15 2
13 5 28 24 14 21 10 - 9 10 1
14 8 32 21 15 28 13 - - 24 11 4
15 28 46 40 18 43 30 2 31 39 7
16 7 11 8 11 16 6 2 3 7 14 4
17 11 22 13 9 16 3 2 . 8 3 9
18 6 13 11 4 16 2 1 3 13 9 5
19 11 15 8 13 12 4 1 1 10 9 8
20 12 21 12 15 22 9 4 38 20 15 13
21 11 13 1 5 8 1 5 4 11 2 5
22 13 8 1 5 15 2 3 2 16 3 11
23 16 6 5 11 3 1 4 6 10 9 10
24 12 5 1 9 5 1 10 5 10 1 11
25 7 14 6 10 22 2 11 3 24 9 12
26 3 7 4 9 6 1 26 9 9
27 11 6 1 7 10 3 26 4 1 7
28 7 6 8 2 25 8 7 1 11
^ 6 2 9 3 2 36 5 5 2 8
30 26 12 3 7 9 1 4 10 18 4 70
31 1 3 1 1 1 6 4 3 7
32 4 2 1 1 1 3 6 2 7
33 5 4 13 1 10 9 2 7 1
34 12 3 4 1 8 1 8
35 4 4 8 5 3 17 5 5 9
36 3 1 ow 4 1 5
rr
Continued from the previous page
Addition Subtraction Multiplication Short Div . Long DiV .
Grades 456456 56 56 6
Min.
*>rt CO 1 — on
oo — p qo
of -
A.C\ A. «; 41
AT %j 8
w Qo
A O QO Qo
PO
A T <^
<fcb Q
A Q
>1Q
c:nOU »7f
ol Qo
o
±
54 J.
55 4
56 3
57 2
58 1
o
c,
61 3
62 1
63 3
64 2
65
66
67 2
68 2
95 24
140 1
160 1
Mean 22.9 12.9 16 10.8 41.8 33 20.2 28
16.7 21.7 13.3
r
Table XXll brings top:ether the mean time in minutes for
every process in each of the three grades. pctooer.
Grac'e 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
A^CiUgn 22,9 16.7 12.9
Subtraction 21.7 16 10.8
Llultiplication 41.8 33
Short Division 20.2 13.3
[Long Division 28.7
If the previous discusrion relating to the time taken by
sixth gra^e children Is measurably correct, then it is evident
that the mean time is considerably higher than would be
necessary if the pupils had automatic control of the facts and
process steps.

11
47.
Table XXlll bEinss together the mean scores as w ell as the
1 time in minutes for each process in e?ch oi' the three ^aces.
1
Score--—Time Score Time Score fim^
1
Gre6e 4 Grede 5 Grade 6
1
Adr^ition 65.36 22.9 80.88 16.7 87.96 12.9
1
1
i
1
Subtraction 45.84 21.7 75.12 16 84.28 10.8
I
Multiplication 57.6 41.8 81.65 33
Short Division 44.72 20.2 70.96 13.3
1
Lon.? Division 61,76 28.7 1

time among children, it is obvious that in this case, there is
much evidence of insufficient enc insecure leerning.
Some principals suggested that it would be of interest to
them to kno\7 the percent of pupils receiving the different
scores to determine general class weaknesses and to make an
eazy compa-rison of gains on the re- test. For this reason the
follov/ing tables, Tables XXIV to XXXIV v/ere arranged. Per-
centages were figured with a slide rule. As this entails a
slight degree of inaccuracy, the total percentages for each
school will not equal 100^ in all cases. How-^ever, for the
purpose for which the percentages were intended, slide rule
results are sufficient.
Table XXIV is read as follows: In grade 4 in addition,
School 3 had 2.2% of its scores between 30 and 39, 11% between
40 and 49, 2.2% betv/een 50 and 59. Tables XX}/ to XXXIV are
reed in a similar way.
fI
49.
! Table XXTJ shows for grace four, acdition, in the vaj^ous
; schools, the percentage of pupils fallin;:: at the vaxious
deciles
. 1.
School Scores
I:
0- 10- 20- 30- 40-
9 19 29 39 49
E
A
C
B
D
F
1.3
3.7
2.6
3.7
Table XX^/ sho
schoolSj__. the
deciles.
A
C
B
D
23
50 P9 .
3
1.6 3.
1L3.2 17
5.3 I2O.5
15.4
13
11
1^, Q
6.9
I or gra
8.9
9
5
18.8
15.4
6.3
4.5
11
n.5.6
3.7
o p
8.6
22.7
50-
59
60-
69
70-
79
80-
89
90-
100
2.2 26.1 13 15.2 30.2
6.5 26 20.
S
14.3 7.8
37 11 7.4
11 29 21.6 20 9.2
13.8 29.3 8.6 20.7 5.4
4.5 ^.6 16 18 4.5
Total
99.
'17
100.
100.
100
ICO,
39.
de ^our. subtraction, in the various
:^ rcer.ta^-G
2.2
5.3
6.7
1.9
10.^
of pupils fgllin^^ at the various
11.1
10.3
10.7
13.3
13.2
17.9
13.3
6.4
3.2
1.3
5.3
13.3
11.4
18.4
7.6
5.3
6.7
7.7
11.7
7.6
7.7
24.4
7.7
21.7
7.6
12.
S
15.5
3.8
15
11.
a
CO
100
100
99.
100.
100,
1; Tables XXIV to XXXIV are slifrhtly abbreviatec" in that the
jl
scorer are not repeated with each table. The score at the
!i
top of each page applied to all tables on that page.
3
I
i

Table XXVI shows for g^rec'e five, adcition, in the various
schools, the ":rcenta3:e of pupils falling at the various
deciles, *
School
0-
Q
Scores
10-
19
20-
oo
30- 40- 50- 60- 70- 80- 90-
39 4? 59 69 79 89 100 Total
11.2 9.9 34 45 100.1
1.2 2.4 14,3 14.3 33.4 33.4 100.2
8.2 8.2 40.5 43.3 100.2
4.3 5.4 14 19.3 39.8 17.4 100.2
1.6 1.6 4.8 11.1 20.6 41.4 19.1 100.2
4.2 8.4 29. 2 12.5 37.5 8.4 100.2
E
A
C
B
D
F
1.2
Table XXVII shows for grace five, subtraction, in the various
schools, the pc-rcentggre of pupils falling; at the various
cecilrrS. •
E 1.5 1.5 2.9 1.5 2.9 4.4 11.8 5.9 19.1 43.5 100.
A 6 4.8 3.6 4.8 7.? 1.2 4.8 4.8 25.4 37.4 100.
C 2.8 5.6 13.8 11 5.6 19.5 41.7 100.1
B 1.2 1.2 1.2 5.2 4.2 8.3 12.4 33.4 33.4 100.5
D 3.4 1.7 5.2 6.2 15.5 13.8 6.9 22.6 20.6 20.6 100.
1
F 2.4 4.8 4.8 9.5 7.1 4.8 31 35.8 100.2
gable XXVIII shov/£ for f?race five, multiplication,
schools, the -percentage of pupils friling st the vp
in the variotis
nous
deciles.
3 4 4 14 24 19 29 20 4 2 103
I
A 4 26 36 30 3 99
i
C o 5 9 18 18 29 16 98
i! B 5 <—c 4 14 20 22 21 5 1 2 98
!i
^ 1 3 16 27 22 16 11 96
ij F 2 2 6 12 16 21 21 14 2 96
Table :0CIX shows for ayace five^ short division, in the vgrious
' school £, the P'=rcent8g e of pupils fallin- at the various
; decile s.
' S 11 r; 7 11 8 12 8 21 16 96
:
A 31 9 17 6 6 8 7 9 6
j
C 13 5 2 5 19 13 10 13 3 13 96
' B 20 10 17 8 13 2 12 5 5 3 95
;
^ 1 14 14 9 11 22 8 16 8 103
,
F 17 13 10 4 13 2 15 6 15 2 97
Tables XX^/1 to XXIX are slif^htly abbreviatec m that the
scopes are not repeated with each table. The score at the
top of each page applied to ell tables on that page.

Table XXX shov7£ for gypc^e six, addition, in the vgrious schools ,
the percentg^e of -pupils f aL lins: at the verTous decile s. *
School Scores
i'
1
0- 10- 20- so- 40- 50- 60- 70- SO- 90-
Q lo CO OQ 49 59 69 79 89 100 Total
k 7.9 14.9 39 .9 36. S 99.5 1e-.
^. 6. 34. 58. 100 1
'n 3. 11. 38. 47. 100
i
3. 1. 36. 60. 100 1
1.55 6. 11. 28. 53. 99.6
1
1 F 2.1
<-> 12. 52. 32. 100.1
Table XXXI shows for srrsre fix, subtraction, in the various
schools, tht, percentgi^e of ru^^ils fcllin:; gt the various
c eciles.
E 1.8
A - -
C - -
E - -
D - -
F - -
3.6 1.8
- - 1.2
c o
3.8
2.4
- - 5.9
6.8
2.4
16. 12.
2.4 8.5
9.5.9
4.
1.6
2.2 ll!
6
23.5
7.
6.
9.
35. 19.
26 51
23.5 30.
24. 65.
20. 70.
38. 40.
99.6
99.9
100.7
100,
99.6
100.2
Table XXXII shows for ?rsce six, multiplication, in the various
schools, the Dercenta;::e of pupils fallir^ at the various
deciles.
E - - - - 4.9 3.3 6.5 1.8 32.4 23. 21. 100.1
A - - - - 1.2 2.4 1.2 7.1 5.1 12.5 41.3 28.1 98.9
C- - 2.9 2.9 9. 9. 44. 32. 99.8
B - - 1.4 4. 20. 27. 43. 100.4
D - - 1.6 2. 10. 34. 52. 99.6
F - - 17. 41. 41. 99.
' Tables XXX to XXXll are slightly abbreviated in that the
scores are not repeated with each table. The score at the
top of each paefe applied to all tables on that page,
51
V

Tsble XXXIII shovvE for svade six, short (division, in the
ygrious schools, the percentage of pupils fallin,^ at the
various ceciles.*
School
0-
o
10-
19
20-
29
30-
39
Scores
40- 50- 60- 70- 80- 90-
49 59 69 79 89 100 Tota4-
i'E 8.3 5. 16.7 3.3 18.3 8.3 10,8 8,5 8.5
|.A 1,2 3.5 5.9 9.4 12. S 3.5 16.5 ]6 .5 20.
t,C - 3.9 16,8 17.9 17.8 24.8
ilB - 1.8 4. 1.8 1.8 .3,9 7.9 22.6
I'D 1.6 1.6 6.5 3.2 4,8 7. 8. 15.
IF 4.5 ^•3 16.7 6. 27. 12.
12
12
15.
56.
52.
31.
99.'
100..
9 99,+
>-/
.
99,
99, 3j
Table XXXIV shov/s for ^ace six, long civis ion, in the van out
schools, the percentaice of pupils falling at the various
c eciles.
iE 7.4 5.6 14,8 2,3 6,7 27.4 16. 5, 7. 7.
iAlO,3 1.1 4,6 5,8 5.8 12.6 14. 13. 21. 11,
C 3,1 3.1 3.1 3.1 11.5 16. 10, 32, 19,
^19,2 6.4 11.5 7.7 16.7 10.2 8, 10, 1, 9.
ip - 10. 3, 6. 31. 50.
F 2.4 4.8 2,8 7.2 4. 16. 37. 27.
I
I
*
'^ebles XXXI 11 XXXIV sre slightly abbrevister" in that the
scores pre not repeater" with each table. The score at the top
of feach page spplier* to all tables on that page.
iI
I
;ITT.
Corrective I'ee&ures
In teeching the funca-mentals of srith-^.etlc , the essen-
1
!
tials of a good rrill lesson must be observed. First of all,
11
1
the material to be crilled upon must be of sufficient importance
to justify its being learned. ITo one v/ill c if- agree with the
;1
contention that everyone needs to know how to add, subtract,
multiply, anc divide accurately in orcer to transact the
1
ii
simple business cealings of every cay life. Then, working
i
upon the assumption that the teaching of the four fundajnentals
i! of arithjnetic is a necessary and worthwhile procedure, we must
li
\ consicer in how much detail and to what limits the drill shall
[I
jj be carried. This brings us to the second requisite for
ii effective ''rill, namely that the material be simple enough to
jj
warrant perfect mastery of it.
jj
But how simple do v/e daxe make this work? Tradition
!i
j! extends it to processes and numbers far beyond social usage.
II
ii Practical school men, however, are in accord with the viev; that
jl
children should not be forced to learn material for which they
|! have no use or will probably never need. They agree that
|l
j' meaningful problem units or informational units in arithmetic
I,
{,
for the purpose of appreciation onlv, should be the accepted
1| procedure for all other than the simplett of necessary arith-
j!
^ jj
m.etic. however, it is not necessary for the present study to
|; decide how far drill should be carried, since the effort at
! 1. Charters, 7/errett, ¥.et':ioc's of Teaching.
I Row Peterson, 1912.
i
1

corrective work v;a£ confined to the fundamentals which con-
1.
stitute fully 90^ of adult figuring, as previously stated.
With this in mine, the drill was limited to the following:
Adcition-
Subtraction-
100 primary facts
300 upper decade facts
80 facts for carrying in multiplica-
tion.
Process step difficulties.
•100 primary facts
Procesc step difficulties, in-
cluding borrov/ing and use of
zero?
.
Ilultiplication IX facts
Exarples with 2 or 3 place mul-
tipliers.
Process step di^'ficulties.
Division- •3oth even and uneven facts and simple
examples in long r-nd short
division.
With this limited load, we were able to expect the chil- i
dren to make more gains than if v/e had extended the requirementj^
to lenc^ths of the usual "classroom, use. "
A third, generally accepted, cuality of drill is that the
2.
response be iderticsl each time. In the work on the funda-
mentals of srithmetic, this needs no justification, as it
obviously occurs v/ithout planning.
That brings us to - very important part of our program.
All of the teachers were attempting to satisfy the foregoing
54
1. V/ilson, Guy r. tl/\ survey of f-e Social ancP.usinets Usage
of Arithmetic. " Op. Cit.
Freeland, George
'The Jn-rove'ient of Teachinc-.
Macmillan^ 1924.
Ii
I
i
requisites for crlll because of the unifor-^ity of the od urse of
study in the tovvT., anc ofthe egreement of the acministrators as
to generally receptee' strnc'ercs. The processes or procedures
by which the teschers c?rrier on th?ir eaily vvork in teeching
the sritlmetic verier' tremendously, hov/ever, as is to he ex-
pected. Fsycholo£:i£ t£ agree that interest anc learning ha.ve
1.
an unusually high correlation. So it v;as here that the
energetic, original teacher v;hc motivated her v;ork seemed to
have an ^dvantage over the teacher with more routine Zi^es of
lessors. One teacher, in particular, had her chilcren's
interest for this v/ork at a high pitch, cue to the presence of
gsjnes, speedy ('rills, a keen detire for incividual growth, and
sn av/aJcenec appreciation of dailj'" success. If v/e accept "fii e
view that success is ultimately the chief reliance for motiv-
ation in drill, these children are as highly motivated as is
possible. It was a joy to visit that room whc;re everyone was
so eager an'-' happy v'hiie actually learning these fundamentals
of arithmetic. The following sheet shows the results of the
testing done in this particular room.. In comparing the scores
in October and those in T/arch, a ^great increase is noted. Also
the tim.e, in m.ost cases, decreased, thus sho'/dng that the
children were acquiring speedy work habits, a^ v/ell as builcin^
up desirable habits of v/orking together in a school room.
Tabic XXXV shows the OctdD er and I'arch sccr es fort-his ro
1. Almack anc Lan? The Beginring Teacher.
l^acmillan, 1324.
r€
!)
i:
i
r
i
i 5d .
1
i
1
Table XXX7 shov/s the scores erf tine for October and. Ilarch
for a fifth ,^ac'e.
Acd iti on Subtrac tion rultiplicetion
'iPupil Oct. Iferch Oct, March Oct. March
Sc. Time Sc. Time i X JUC Pp Tt mo1 Xllic
•
1 63 30 100 5 16 "^0 9P 0 T 00 c:O
i[ 2 84 28 96 7 44 '^0 96 «3D PO Q P Q
' 3 80 12 100 5 96 P7 9P OO D i
4 76 10 49 10 PP PO 1
1
5 96 8 100 4 96 IP 100 c; 7P PO 1 OO O
6 100 10 100 5 96 PO 96 o PO 1 Oft c;
7 9? 10 100 4 Of. p^ 1 on 4. DV/ cO
8 64 30 84 9 4-0 QO OO lo
9 88 16 96 7 96 16 1 00 7P '^O 1 onxuu 7(
10 8^ 10 10''^ 4 QP 1Q TOO «_> 7P '50 1 oo O
11 13 96 7 1 P T 7 PP Q o ^ OU ±X
12 64 15 100 a,\j P7 T 00 7( oo PO xc::;
13 92 on 10"^ 10 9P PO lOO Qc (^0 PO T OO Q
' 14 68 29 96 10 8P PP 9P 7 4P PO 1 00 1 0
1 15 80 10 100 oo PP 100 4.P 'SO 1 00 a.
i
16 88 10 100 TOO pc; 1 00 1 0xo 1 00X^ J Q
17 88 21 100 7 96 27 100 8 56 30 96 10
18 100 10 100 5 100 17 100 4 76 30 100 7
1
19 76 20 88 S 96 24 100 7 56 30 92 le^
j
20 84 17 96 Qo TOO PT Q6 R6 PO TOO 11XX
21 68 21 100 9 96 13 100 7 68 30 96 15
22 84 17 100 6 96 16 96 7 64 30 100 9
23 72 10 100 6 10*^ 18 100 6 72 30 100 7
24 76 CjC- 9 72 27 100 6 60 30 96 3
25 76 15 96 T c; T 00XC X
W
f^O PO Q6
26 96 11 100 3 96 22 100 3 76 30 100 4
27 96 9 100 5 92 12 100 3 72 23 96 7
1
!
I'edisn
i
76 100 6 96 ££ 100 64 ?0 100 7
li Q
1'
I
1 92 £1 100 6 96 27 100 7 72 3U 100 11
1
% 76 10 96 84 lu 96 «^ 52 96 7 i
li Q
j
—
4
)ist. 8 u. ^ 2 l.£ 6 5.5 2 1 10 0 2 2
1
1
I
1
'1
:
=
Ic
I
4
1
Since testing started playing an importcnt prrt in
ji teaching orocedures, the classroon^ teacher became aware of the
li
Ij
wire range of ability in her class. Fot only is this true of
i;
j| native ability, but it follows along directly with achievement.
il
i|
j: With this in mind, many of the teachers, after the initial
!i
presenting of the material, found thFt the children were all
working on different material, according to their re>^pective
levels of a'^hievement. In many instances, one child waw paired
with another who v/a.£ working on the same t;y^e of material.
Sometim.es four or five children would be working at a .group witli
ii a child leader. This type of procedure v/orked out very well
p
i! but, a:- one may surm.ise, careful preparation of the lesson, and
il
Ij a definite plan for each group either by the teach er^ or by the
i|
ji pupil leader and rubject to the teacher's inspection and approval
i
ll
ji before the lesson, must be followed. Another procedure was to
'i
! have a child do the example aloud so the teacher could follow
* along with the child's thinking and thus discover how he made
his errorF. In room aft-er room good teachers were demonstrating
that these teaching procedures are not inconsistent with an
atmosphere of cooperation end superior social behavior. It
was observed th«t the grouping was not a permanent one.
Children were moved to r ifferent groups just as soon as they
had mastered the material of one group.
Many teacher? feel that frequent, informal tests play an
important part in the success of a crill subject. They use a
!i
!_duplicating machine in_or_der^jto save the_time taken in
I
jl
copying exsmples frc the blackbo&rc and to eliminate errors
;!made in coToying examples. Often they have the chile folc his
i;
arithmetic paper into narrow, horizontal strips, Insert the
r
i' paper nerr the example to b e done, anc write the answer only
I'
on the arithm.etic paper. This leaves the test sheet unmarked
i:
I!
ji aji'-" it mav be used by several ^'ifferent chilcren.
I!
In planr.ing the work for an individual child in the funca-
i| mentals of arithmetic, it Is found to be advantageous if the
li
ll
child knows just what the procedure is going to be. Holley telljs
jus that the child must understand ju.-t what he i? bein;; drilled
li 1.
upon. In this v/ay, he may check his progress end see the
|i ta'k being gradually lessened as mastery progrec es. Blind
jl
Ij
drill, with no hope of ever finishing the work, is discouraging
li
ji to the child, T'any of the teachers talked over vrith indivlcual
li
jl chil'-'ren the entire size of the v;ork, expl-med the errors made
j'
l'
by them, an*-' how rrill on those particular itemr would help
jl them, A general siirvey of the task was made so each child knew
j
just how much he har' to master. It was interesting to note sigij^s
|i of proud accomplishment when success m one small phase of tne
i|
jl entire task was obtained. This world not have been pc^sible if
•i
jj
the chj-lrren had not uncerstood the program tnoroughly.
I
^«
I
"Pij.rpose, not just repetition, must accerapajjy crill. "
i 1, Holley, Charles E,
:! 2, Dewey, John,
Th^ Tr^QXiQS l TegCher,
Century Company, 1927.
Democracy anr* Hlducation.
J'acnillan, 13^6.

The length, of a drill lesson is another question of con-
1.
earn. Most writers tell us, and teachers as a rule a^ree,
that short, frequent drills oring better results than lonrer
drills spaced further apart. The teachers in this study spent
a few minutes of every day on some phase of the v;ork on the
fundamentals. In this way, continued practice was received by
the pupils and habits were firmly established.
vVhile we are accepting the idea that the goal of drill is
2.
perfect mastery, we also realize that this cannot be achieved
at once. These children were in grades 4, 5, and 6, as noted
before, so this was not the original piesentation of the
material. Addition had supposedly oeen taught to them in grade
thr ;e, subtraction and multiplication in grade 4, and division
in graae 5. The work of the teachers, then, after the October
tests disclosed weaknesses, v/as to diagnose further, and
re-teach wherever necess^'ry. As will be seen by the results of
the re-test, significant gains were made in most cases, but the
100% goal is far from realization. However, further drill will,
no doubt, bring the results even nearer our go&l. There is
'6,
evidence that such a goal is not impossible of achievement.
1. Freeland, George "The Improvement of Teaching." Op. Git.
2. Nuttall, Leonard, "Teaching Purposes and Their Achievement."
Scribner's, 1956.
5. Sv/eeney, Margaret, "100%- in the Fundamentals." Op. Git.
r
IrVhen a chilr has learned something to Lhe degree tna o he
is always perfect in his rerponses, h*e should be excused frdiin
1.
further drill on that particular iteni. In arithmetic, this
gives him time to develop informational problem units or
appreciation units. Tl>us, he is saved from the necessity of
being bored by having to v/ork on something for which he has no
felt need.
In conclusion the following principles may be stated as
part of the philosophy .v/hich the teachers ha.ve accepted in
regard to this work on Corrective Aritlimetic:
1. Drill upon the fundamentals is necessary as
revealed by the October tests.
2. The work should be limited to useful processes.
3. 100% should be the goal.
4. L'lotivpted v;ork is desirable.
5. The technicue of "individual differences. " plays
an important part in this work after t he initial testiag.
6. Informal, frequent testing is helpful.
7. The child must see the task.
8. Short, well planned lesc^ons are best.
9. '.Vhen the child secures perfect mastery, he
should be excused from further drill.
1. Bildersee, Dorothy, "Teaching the Primary ^rrces.
D. Appleton and Co., 1932.

It hse been stated that most of the corrective v/ork was
cone by the regular classroom teacher. The exception to this
was one school v/here some of the work was done by a student
of Boston University who is specialising in Corrective Arith-
metic. From the results of the CctcD er testing, all c-'hilcren
in grac'es 4, 6, an^^ 6, in that particular school, receiving
a score of 80 or le:-s v/ere put into a corrective group for
the process on v/hich they neecec help. The addition class
incluc^ed 32 of the 4? pupils whom the teachers had failed in
arithmetic on the first report care mark for the year. Of the|
remaining, fi-^'-e received SCf% or le^s in the subtraction test
so were put in that group, anc the other five v/ere found to be
I
in neec' of help in long r ivision.
j
The children in each group were further tested, errors
|
notet?, an^" incMvir-ial an'-' group corrective procedures adminis-|
I
terec". Each class met for fifteen minutes, three times a weeKf
Frequent, informal testing showed coneic' erable improvement,
but at this writing, the work has not been finished, so con-
clusions may not be given. The chilcren were dismissed from
a corrective group at soon as "100% acciaracy" v/as obtained.
This work was cone in a room apart ft*om the regnal ar classroom
as that wa cecided to be the r.ott worthwhile procedure in
this instance. Totivation w? s supplied by getting the child-
ren to accept the 100^ plan, whereby e^ch pupil v/as working oij
his o^m level and errors, an^' tryinr; to raise the standard of
his ovm work.
rc
r/.
Retests
During the week of Harch 7, 193S, the tests were re-
peated with one exception, as noted before. The Multiplicatij^n
Process Test was given instescf. of the 5A I.'ultiplication
Test, Upon the completion of correction, each teacher
receiver' 8 typewritten siimmsry sheet, giving the names of
her pupils with the time and score of eech test for October
and March. This made possible a quick comparison of results
anc gains of inc'ivicual pupils. Table XXXVl shov/s such a
sheet for a t^'pical grace 5.
Summary of the Scores on Tiie Retests
The scores were summarized in a way similar to that of
last October. Tables XX)C^/11 to XLVll show the distribution
of scores accordin,^ to processes and grades. Table XXXVll
is read as follows: One child in School S, teacher 27, grade
4, in addition, had a score of 64, one had a score of 68, one
a score of 7?, etc. The total number of children in room 27,
school E, is 26. Tables XXXVlll to XLVll are read in a
similar way. The mean score for each process is found at the
bottom of the sheet.
11
Table XTOTl shows a t^^icel record theet, giving the score
snr tine of the October anc I'arch testt, for each process, for
the purpose of comparison. Each of the 34 teachers received a
cViPPt- "'•I'^'^e this. All neir.eE of pupils pre omitted.
October 1937 and March 19«*—
Addition ' Subtruotion ultiplioation Short Division
Oct. March Oct March Oct. March Oct March
Sc. Tine Sc» Time So • Tine Sol Tloe So, Time So* Time So* Tiiae So, Tin*
100 14 96 T 88 14 88 15 74 27 84 26 92 25 92 11
80 11 80 8 92 14 100 7 63 30 60 24
92 3 84 18 92 55 92 11 56 28 66 16 64 35 52 18
a 64 13 88 14 92 7 92 10 74 25 52 15 68 20 96 9
• 88 9 92 8 96 25 100 6 76 28 80 12 96 18 92 <
96 13 92 10 92 14 96 12 76 28 76 16 80 13 80 T
92 9 92 9 96 10 100 10 76 28 76 21 100 13 88 9
100 17 80 12 72 18 72 13 76 30 72 25 56 50 80 1«
rlOO 13 80 10 100 10 80 6 71 30 64 8 92 28 80 9
1 100 17 84 15 92 15 100 10 72 18 80 20 88 25 92 u
96 12 96 9 88 25 96 7 60 28 76 IS 92 23 80 8
68 20 80 14 64 20 100 11 68 28 60 51 56 35 48 16
. 84 17 76 12 60 25 92 27 61 58 76 54 44 58 28 IS
100 60 100 7 i 88 40 96 8 75 28 56 17 72 28 64 IS
96 9 84 7 100 10 92 7 75 21 84 16 92 18 100 8
ie96 12 100 IS 84 15 96 8 45 52 76 U 78 28 64 •
88 28 92 23 96 20 92 13 78 28 88 28 84 25 88 16
72 33 60 IS 84 25 92 16 54 34 60 30 80 20 80 16
88 IE 96 19 96 18 96 15 70 28 68 24 84 17 84 18
84 12 92 12 ' 6S 12 88 12 63 25 60 25 48 20 72 11
\xm96 13 84 7 96 10 96 6 69 23 88 16 100 12 96 5
100 57 80 13 92 20 80 12 67 28 64 17 76 46 80 IS
> 96 14 76 12 100 15 92 12 69 58 60 22 48 20 32wm w
100 14 100 12 92 35 100 10 57 58 64 60WW 4.4. 11Xm
r 96 13 80 9 100 15 84 12 74 18 68 18 OK \Rxo 80 16
68 26 76 15 56 12 72 12 61 20 60 22 R2Ob 99 56 10
IOC) 10 80 10 100 25 68 17 55 68 60 54 100 4 76 IS
100 26 72 20 96 22 84 21 43 57 60 54 28 20 36WW IS
88 12 84 8 96 15 100 9 58 28 52 18 80WW 84 12
68 32 72 22 76 19 96 35 69 72 69 54 72 2S 100 9
92 14 96 22 100 15 96 12 56 33 88 82 86 IS
P. 88 9 88 9 88 10 88 9 71 25 80 20 86 20 76 9
a 100 18 96 7 100 16 100 7 75 28 76 16 100 20 100 6
h 72 17 80 12 52 30 60 14 50 58 56 27 40 SO 48 16
96 20 88 12 84 14 96 18 65 28 64 14 80 25 64 16
84 23 68 15 100 14 92 14 62 37 44 20 80 28 96 U
h 92 12 92 13 92 15 88 11 69 48 96 25 96 IS 96 10
92 10 64 16 92 5 96 9 51 88 40 16 68 20 16 7
100 12 88 8 100 25 84 10 59 28 68 25 84 25 20 7
£.92 17 92 16 88 9 96 9 88 20 84 19 72 21 96 12
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Table XLVlll shov/s the cistribution of scores fro;a 100 cov/n to
0, for each of the grace ^ 4, 5 , anc" 6
,
for all of the four
proces c p c- , for the Msrch test£. Total£, means, anc other
sumr.ary c ata aPi-'cSir at the bottom.
AC'Siti on Subtree ti on Short Lon^
Div. Div.
Grades 4 r> 5 6 5 6
f
^ 6 6
Scores
100 21 48 53 50 103 104 91 96 63
96 23 64 68 40 79 84 35 30 56 68 57
92 38 44 78 32 61 45 45 42 59 58
8S 35 34 60 20 37 44 43 49 31 33 26
84 46 ^^4 25 23 20 25 44 27 23 22
SO 31 38 15 10 31 31 12 20
76 34 33 12 12 16 14 40 33 12 13 11
72 18 7 11 11 10 24 <~o c 19 4 9
6S 16 10 4 12 14 24 16 12 c 11
64 13 15 c 11 1" 24 10 11 5 7 i
60 9 5 4 11 4 14 12 8 6 17
56 10 a — 11 o 5 11 6 11 10 1
!
52 5 — 12 t c 11 6 4 5
43 1 — 1 1 r~C <-c 11 4 7 !
44 <~ — 6 5 4 4 4 4 5
40 4 _ a. 1 4 6 c 8 3 4
36 r- 6 4 3 o 2
32 1 8 *-* 4 J. 6 10
28 _ i <_> c. 2
24 5 4 4 3
20 4 i o 1 3 1
16 9 1 1 4
12 o 1 1 r;' 1
8 1 1 C-'iL. 1
4 1 1 <—r 1
0 1 1 4
Totcl 310 0-70 n ^ 316 404 3?4 35
1
^ o
Veen 80 84 90.04 74 ^,7 o. _) 75. «- or' .4 76 .8 79.8
90.8 •
I.'edicJiSC P4 92 84 96 SO 84 88 88
92
92 96 96 96 100 100 92 92 96 36
100
^.
^-^ 72 76 84 o - 34 68 72 68 64
34
Q. 10 10 5 15 10 3 12 10 14 8 16
Distance
1

Tcble XL]JC hrir-L torether the ne-ji scores fnr pr.oh -.v.-^p p.c.c;
fcr ell .^Fces, £hov;.in-- £ -omi:cri£cr: of the i-ies-ns fmiTir ir. t.hP
October rnc" in the I>rch tests .
Grace 4
Oct
. har.
^^""I't
.
-''"!^ 65.36 80
2'MTr.?.liQV 45.84 74
ulti-llcptjcn
Short Livision
Long: Division
Gr&ce 5
C^t. I <rr»
80.88 84
75.12 87.2
57.6 75,
c
44. 7Z 76.3
It sc. 6
Oct. ...C-J. •
87.96 90.04
54.28 90.8
ni.65 80.4
70.96 90.8
61.76 79.8
iI
I
j
I
I
Sun--.£ry cf Tine cn He-Te£.t£
A two way cistribution of time anc score v:8s made. Tables
L to Lll shovr the results of this cistribution for the
process of addition for gracfes 4, 5, anC 6. Similsj* tables
were msce for the other processes, but are oTiitted here for
the sake of brevity. The material, hov/ever, is shov/n on the
i
sumiTiary sheet. All original c istributions have been filed witlj
the Major Professor enc my be referred to if necessary.
Table L is reec as follows: In grace 4 in addition in the
March tests, there were 21 scores of 10'0%, out of 310 children.
Four of these 21 perfect scores were mede in 8 minutes, 1 in
10 minutes, 3 in 9 minutes, etc. Tables LI and Lll sTe read
in a similar way. The mean time for each process is found at
the bottom of the page.
In orc'er to sura'^ajrize the fincings on the cherts
showiag the cistribution of time. Table Llll was made. This
table brings together the m.ean time in minutes for ecch
process for every grace.
A summary of the mean of e distribution coes not tell
the story adequately enough. So table LIV is shown, giving
the number of chilrren at each time level. This may be
compared with Table XXI which showed the time distributions
for the October testing.
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ir con^/enient form, the mean time
Ii
i; i-n TTn'miteE. for ep.ch ^vocez £ in every ^race.
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!
jl
Grsce 4
I''arch
Accition IR.Pl
Subtraction iq.7
Grere 5 Grace 6
I'^arch March
|
12.7 13,3
11 9.8
1
i
1
i
T.niltl^Dlicction
Short Division
18 16.5
14 12
1
1
1
!
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Lonff Division 26.2
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TABLE LIV 5hows The Di& tril^ution Of Time For All processes,
|
Gra(5ee 4, 5, And 6, All Schools Combinea,
,
March Tests, '
'
Additi on Subtraction Multiplication Short Div « Lon^' Div «
Grades 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 6 5 6 6
Mm,
3 1 2 4
4 1 3 2 1 7 8 1 18 9
6 12 3 4 23 34 5 4 19 26
o 1 10 5 8 29 34 8 3 24 33
7 1 20 21 7 35 50 9 5 28 42 1
8 11 28 38 18 52 49 9 7 22 32 1
9 17 30 29 12 29 35 4 16 24 26 1
LO 14 32 49 32 52 51 16 23 19 43 7
11 13 32 37 15 17 16 22 14 21 22 2
12 17 38 32 13 28 16 16 19 25 21 3
13 12 34 17 22 30 16 18 28 15 16 4
14 30 28 13 20 22 6 21 29 23 13 3
15 22 27 28 21 28 11 22 52 13 17 16
16 22 19 26 16 11 4 33 21 23 10 5
17 9 11 13 14 9 6 22 12 6 7 14 1
18 16 17 9 23 5 6 30 13 6 6 8
19 10 10 3 6 5 3 19 9 2 4 4
20 23 17 8 31 8 7 23 35 6 6 22
21 17 5 10 5 5 • 16 9 8 3 11
22 8 3 7 4 1 16 7 8 3 7 '
05 J. D oei f rjI cO cO ±U 1
24 14 2 2 6 11 3 3 3 9
25 7 5 4 8 1 11 15 5 3 20
26 10 1 4 1 6 3 10 2 7 il
27 1 2 3 2 7 3 3 1 10 "
28 5 4 3 6 1 9
29 2 i 12 2 6 1 8
30 4 1 1 2 3 3 1 53
31 5 1 4 1 1 7
32 3 1 1 3 1 3 8 i
33 2 1 1 5
34 1 8 4 1 1 1 6
!
35 1 1 6 1 22
36 11
(Completed on next page)

Min.
37 138- ----- 139- 2
40 6----- 2
41 - - - 3
Total 315 453 322 342 394"
375 402
37
2 -
4 6 -
"363 360 364" 330
Mean 18.21 13.3 11 11 18. 16.5 14 12- 26.2
12.7 19.7
Median 16 14 12 15 10 9 17 15
14 11 9 11 8 7 13 12
21 15 16 20 14 11 22 21
Dist. 3.5 2 3.5 3 2 4.5 4.5
4.5
12 11
8 8
16 13
2.5
25
20
34
•1
t
t
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Teble LV brin^:^ to?efher the me::n time for each process and
grade -for Octdb er anr Inarch, to shov/ a compeTison of time.
The time c'ecreates noticeably in all processes except grace
six, ar'ition. This may be cue to the stress laid on check-
ing ansv/ers to be sure no careless errors have been mace.
Grace 4 Grace 5
Cct.
Accition 22.3
ar. Cct. ar.
13.21 16.7 12.7
Grade 6
Oct .
12.9
L^ar.
13.3
Subtraction 21.7 19.7 16 11 10.8 9.8
I.!u11i cli c ati on 41.8* 18 33* 16.5
Short Division :0.2 14 13.3 12
Long: Division :8.7 26.2
* In October 1^0 examples were given in the 5A I'ultipli cation
test as noted before. In March, 20 examples were given inthe
Multiplication Prccers test.

Life applications of the funcaT^entel proc esses in erith-
metic denien^ perfection. Bankers, store keepers, bookkeepers,
etc., are ell helc' up to this ftancarc. They alv/ays check
their work to be sure no errors have be^n mace. Notwithstand-
ing this, chil'-'ren have been per-iittec to r.ske errors sjnd have
Ij hac their vrork cellec saticfcctor^/ if 7TS of it were correct.
;i However, some teachers are a^reec that the stenda-rd for
I
|j
acceptance should be raisec to 100%, 'Yith this in mind, a
Ij
i study of the t^he number of perfect scores was mac e for each
i
process anc" grade in October and March. Table LVl shows the
comparison of the number of these perfect scores,
1
As stated before in this Ltucy, a compromise score of
I
92yo was agreec upon, clue to the fact that ud to now 77^ has
!
\
be?n consicerec as satisfactory, ',7ith this in mind, table
J
LVll was made to show the increase in the number of children
i
' who receiver from 92% up to 10':*'; in both the October anc'
i
T>r-> t^cts. Acce't-^r- these scores as satisfactory, it may
I be : ic that these children dc not need f^jrther corrective
j
I
work.
j
Accordingly, Table Lvlll shows the same information,
I
reversely, shov/ing the decrease in the number of chile ren who
li
il
i! need further corrective work in the fundamentals.

92..
i
TABLE LYI a Shows a Comparison of Median of Scores by
Rooms in October and March
Grade 4
Addition Subtraction
Room Oct. Iferch Gain
I.'ed
.
Med.
27 84 88 4
26 68 88 20
1 68 88 20
2 78 88 10
3 48 76 28
17 60 84 24
10 76 80 4
11 68 84 16
20 64 84 20
21 60 76 16
32 64 76 12
33 64 72 8
Oct. March Gain
Med. Med.
72 96 24
64 88. 24
44 92 48
48 92 44
4 66 52
12 72 60
76 88 12
68 68 0
24 80 56
66 100 44
32 68 36
48 56 8
TABLE LVI b.
Grade 5
23 92 84 8 92 92 0
29 84 84 0 76 80 14
4 84 92 8 44 88 44
5 84 100 16 96 4
6 84 84 0 84 88 4
18 88 92 3 84 92 8
12 80 88 8 88 96 8
13 80 96 16 88 96 8
14 80 80 0 84 84 0
23 76 80 4 60 84 24
22 84 92 8 84 100 16
34 76 84 8 84 96 12
33 84 88 4 88 92 4
•'St-,
Q ^2y «j *
TABLE LVI c Shov/s a Conrperison of Median of Scores by
Room£ in Octooer snc March
Grade 6
Addition SUDtraction
!iloom Oct. March Gam uct. March Gain
Med. Med
.
Meci. Med.
31 84 92 QO fO OOOO 12
30 84 92 oo QOOO 92 4
7 88 92 A4 OOoo yb 12
8 92 92 0 96 92 -4
9 88 88 0 84 92 8
19 92 92 0 80 92 12
15 92 92 0 96 92 -4
lo oooo -8 96 96 U
25 92 92 0 96 100 4
24 88 92 3 92 96 4
35 92 96 4 100 100 0
36 84 92 8 80 92 12
TABLE LVI d Shows a Comparison of Median of Scores by
Rooms in October and March
Grade 5
Multiplication Short Division
Room Oct. March Gain Oct. March Gain
Med
.
Med. Med
.
28 64 68 4 80 80 0
29 60 88 28 40 88 48
4 72 52 -20 8 56 48
6 56 100 44 52 100 48
6 40 64 24 20 56 36
18 76 76 0 52 72 20
12 40 88 48 24 92 68
13 52 84 32 24 88 64
14 60 72 12 44 88 24
23 68 72 4 60 84 20
22 76 92 16 64 100 36
0 34 60 88 28 64 96 3233 44 76 32 16 68 52
-
11
94..
TABLE LVI e Shows a Comparison of Median of* Scores by
Rooms in October anc March
Grade 6
Multiplication Short Division
Room Oct. March Gain Oct. March Gain
Med. Med. Mec'. Med.
31 76 76 0 48 88 40
30 64 72 8 52 88 36
7 88 96 8 68 92 26
8 88 84 -4 72 92 20
y £i Ab4 80 16 68 96 28
19 88 80 -8 80 96 16
15 92 84 -8 92 92 0
16 88 84 -4 92 92 0
25 92 92 - 88 100 12
24 92 84 -8 96 96 0
36 88 88 0 76 92 16
35 92 92 0 88 100 12
1
1
I
TABLE LVI f Shows a Comparison of Median of Scores by I
Rooms in October and March
Grade 6
Lon^ Division
31 40 80 40
30 52 88 36
7 64 96 3?
8 76 92 16
9 28 92 64
19 84 92 8
15 48 60 12
16 40 60 20
25 96 96 0
24 88 100 12
36 80 92 12
35 80 92 12
i
t
i
i
1
I
i
-
!i
1
{
. --
J
i
!
Table LVll shows the increase in the number of children who
i
1
(fo not need further corrective work. These children received
1
1
either 92^, 96%, or 100% on all tests and used a Reasonable
i tine for this,
1
1
j
Grade October March
1
4 0 45
i
i
5 5 60
!
1
6 14, 45
1
1
Totals- 19 150
i
i
!
Realizing that 1124 children were tested, it is obvious
i
that while gain has been made, there is still much to be done
1 to raise the stancarr]s in the fundamentals.
i
!
1
r
1
i
i
!
i
!
1.

Table LVlll shows the c-ecreaee in the number of chilcren who
need further corrective \7ork in the funcf £.::€r.tal£, working upon
the £iS£iir.iption that if a child received 92:5, 9S%, or 100%,
he vras not in need of further work.
Cctcber 1/ arc'n
Grgr^ 5 409 354
Grace 6 369 SC4
Totalsl 1 £ 4 960
I0
r 1
g 7.
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Gains
j:
|!
The obvious question in connection with gains, is Eow
(1
j
nuch is enough? Tn ether vxrcs, ^'ava satisfactory gains been
I rade? But this question can be answered only on the ba^is cf
i;
1 standardSi I
1 !
Ij What should be the Ftandard, or stenc'ards, at the 4th, <
ii
j
5th, and 6th grade levels on the simple, useful skills in the
ij
ji fundamentals as represented by the tests used in this testing
jj
program? Are any of the older standards applicable, or are we
i ready for a new set of standards? Courtis' top score for his
!'
j;
addition test. Series B, a few years ago, was 80% made by
p
j
eighth grace pupils in Boston. Is 8C% s satisfacLory score in
addition and if so et whet level? V/hat does 80% mean?
Older studies for the most part, reported resultt only in
terms of averages, or averages and deviations. Scores were not.
distribute
. Any one who has worked with statistics knows
! that an average frequently covers up more than it reveals.
j
I
I
This can be made clear by reference to a recent study in which
! Ecores were distributed, the Wilson V/.P.A. study, previously
\
!
mentioned. The 17,700 children in this study were tetted, in I
the f'andanentals of arithm^. tic, by the same teLts as used in
the present study. The scores were higher than in the Courtis
i
!
testing program, because the tests are scaled at the level of
[
jj
adult usa^e and hence are simpler and easier. The average

(mean) for the 15 towns and cities ran around 87, 88, or 89
! for addition (Addition Process test), instead of 80 and below
I
I
as in the Courtis results. Yet an examination of the distrib-
I
ution of scores in the Wilson itucy, shows scores distributed
!• all the way from perfect scores (100%) to complete failures
j
(0%). City A, which is fairly typical, has 9% of the scores
jl at 100, 21.26'^ at 96, 23.5(% at 92 (the median falls here),
13.62% at 88, 10.37% at 84 , 8 . 25% at 80, 5% at 76, 4.37% at
I,
i| 72, 2.75% at 68, .37% at 60, .67% at 56, .87% at 48, . a7A> a%
I! 1.
I 48-, .37% at 44, and .37% at 40. Yet the mean of the scores
I
for City A v/as 87,93.
! When one seei a class average of 87^, therefore, he needs
i
to Reflect that not over 10%, or 15% at the most, have per-
i
! feet scores. This means that 85% to 90% of the pupils have
j
made errors in this simple tett. One is inclined to a£k,
! Why te-^ch, if we leave 85% to 90% of the pupils incapable of
I
correct scores on simple, useful, drill materials?
Table LIX has been prepared as an aid in interpre-
!
ting the gains made by fourth, fifth, and sixth grace pupils
' in the city in v/hich the present study was made. The gains
are shown in the boxed insert. The average score for fourth
I
grade children advenced from 65,86 in October to 80.00 in
I
I
I
l.¥/ilson, Guy "The Corrective Load in the Fundamentals of
Arithmetic in Graces 6, 7, and 8. Op. Cit.
(Text continued on paf-e 104.)
j'
I
1
I
lOO,
'. Table LIX shows & summary of the number of points gained in
|.he median of each process, all grades. Table LIX is read as
follows: In adcition, grade 4, one teacher's median increased
28 points, one increased 24 points, three increased 20 points, etc.
TInmhft-p of
points
28
24
20
16
12
10
8
6
7
4
3
0
-8
Grades
1
1
3
2
1
1
1 3
1
2
1
4
3
2
1
6
Number of
points
increase
60
56
52
48
44
36
24
16
^4
12
8
4
0
Subtraction
6
1
1
1
1
2
1
1,
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
2
4
1
6
2
r
A
Table LIX (a) show: a summary of the number of points gained
in the mec'ians of gr?de£ 5 and 6, in multiplication and
short (^ivision^ by rooms.
Number of
points
Multiplication
G r a c" e
Number of
s points G
Short. Div.
r a d e s
increase 6 6 increase 5 6
48 1 68 1
44 1 64 1
32 2 52 1
28 2 48 3
24 1 40 1
20 1 1 36 2 1
16 1 32- 1 1
12 1 28 1
8 5 24 1 1
4 2 2 20 2 1
0 1 4 16
12
2
2
0 1 3

Table LIX (b) shows a summary of the number ofpoints gained in
the median of grade 6, long division, oy rooms.
Long; Division
Grade 6
Uumber of points gained Fuiiiber of times
64 1
40 1
36 1
32 1
20 1
16 1
12 4
8 1
0 1
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March, or a gain of 14,14 points. The average score for
fifth grace pupils in the sar.e time advanced less than four
points, from 80.88 to 84, and for sixth grac e pupils the
avera^ge score advanced less than three points, from 87.96 to
90.04.
Tsble L; -C is arranged to make possible, conparison with
the grade standards in four standard tests, and of them one is
the Wilson Addition Process Tet t used in the present study.
Two of these tests, the Modem School Achievement Test and
the Metropolitan Achievement Test, are ao different from the
Addition Process Test here used, th^t no valuable comparisons
can be made. Nevertheless, Table L i shows for each grade
the percentage of coverage of the scale expected at that
grade, i.e. the 45.5 for fifth grade under I«:ocern School
Achievement Test, is the percentage that 16 examples correct
for the grade (indicated as stanrard for grade 5.0), is of
the total 35 exajnples in the computational section of this
1.
test.
It will be observed from Table L- -C that the standards
(transformed into percents in order to make comparison
possible) for the Woody- T/x;Call r.'j.xed Fundamentals Test ran
very clo^e to Wilson's unpublished stancards for the Adcition
Process Test ba' ed upon school work of the usual type.
1. Page 11 of the 1931 edition of the Modern School
|
Achievement Test.
f
I
I
f
It ^Adll be observed also, thr^t the October averages ran
parallel, out above the "A'ilson standards for normal class work.
The superiority in the to;7n tested is in general, 5^' to 7^- in
{grades 4, 5, and 6. The averages for grades 7 and 8 are taken
from Vvilson*s V^.P.A. study in the same town.
On the other hand, if the averages for the present study
for graaes 4, 5, and 6 are compated with the averages for City
0 of ?;ils0r,'s study, they fall far short. Cltj 0 is the one city
of said W.P.A. study where the 100^' Drill PIe.h in the fundsmen-
tals has been carried out systematically. The sixth grade aver-
ages of 99.54^ shov/ed, in distribution, that 89^ of these chil-
dren had the perfect score.
With the data spread out and explained as above, the reader
is in a position to understand with what measure of success or
failuee the fundamentals are being taught in the good scho^.ls
that follow the usual te::t book procedure, and the possibilities
under better teaching. It is difficult to see hov; anyone can r
fail to choose the better plan ',1th its approach to perfect scor
in the fundejnentals for all pupils.
Table LIX on page 100-102 shov/ing gains by rooms in the
present study, urges strongly in the same direction. If the
teacher of Room 5 can make gains in each of the four processes
sufficient to DEing her room to the 100% standard ih five months
why cannot other teachers do the same? It is agreed that the
teaching of drill materiel is a sensitive and discriminating
•
1 1
10b.
fi
process, not just a matter of assignment. The key appears to
^
be a really adequately prepared drill service in the hands of
teachers who know what it means and its teaching requirements,
and who are willing to put forth the necess&ry effort to really
teach each child according to his needs.
Figures 8 to 13 have been prepared in order to shov/ a
little more clearly the story of gains in successi'-. grades.
A study of figure 8 suggests that the pupils of grade 4 reach
8 certain level, that the pupils of grade 5 begin at this level
and go forward a little and then the pupils of grade 6 siirply
carry forward the average to a little further point.
The absence of previous data makes it impossible to inter-
pret adequ&tely figures 8 to IS. It seems to the v/riter, hov;-
ever, v;orthv/hile to make the record in order that if the effort
at higher scores is followed up another year, there may be
a simple basis for a study in comparison.
In general, hov/ever, it may ve noted that the gain made ii
ve months (uctooer to march) of special attention to the funda-
mentals, is e^uL-i.l to the gain formerly maue In a full year, of
ten months schooling ( sumr;.er vacation losses disregarded.)
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Sunmiary, Q^uestions, and. Proposels
This study, taken alonr v/ith other studies, justifies
certain conclusions, among them the following:
1. In a superior school system in which the teachers
are highly selected and professionally trained, teachihg can
continue on a low, traditional level, and is apt to do so
unless extraordinary efforts are made.
2. The possibility of superior results can he demon-
strated by a single teacher, and has been so demonstrated in
this study.
3. Averages around 81% on such a test as the Addition
Process Test, mean that less than 2% of the children are
making perfect scores. The 100^ standard in the fundamentals
would involve practically every child in the corrective pro-
gram at grades 4, 5, and 6. (1122 out of 1124.)
4. If tlie standard is reduced to 92^, the percentage of
pupils needing corrective work on a single process is still
around 84^. V/hen all four of the fundamentals are taken into
consideration, only a small percentage of the pupils, (less
€
I'
I"
il
I
ii
ji than 13%) are released from corrective work since practically j
ij
I
ji 978 of the 1124 children fell belov/ 9^ on one test or another.!
;i i
11
It would appear, therefore, thet the 100% standard is the more
11
;| desirable and should be accepted and worked for. It can be
ji
jj
attained through more attention to meaning and motivation,
Ij
Ij deferring systematic drill until there is more need, omitting
,
i
jj drill on useless or little used proce.ses^and better teaching, i
;
I
I
Here are some questions which must be answered by anyone
;
i
,
whoaims at really satisfactory teaching of the fundamentals:
1. In planning for the simple, more efficient program in
jj
the fund ajnentals, to what extent should parents be informed, anc.
1
how?
ij 2. Teachers tend to carry on tracitionally and to resist
•i
I change. How can they be reached?
i
j
3. Departmentalization would reduce the number of teacheni
i
' to be worked with and trained for the better program. How far
j
may departmentalization be carried to advantage in grades
I
four, five, anc six?
ij 4. With the simpler program in essential drill, how can
I
;
enrichment and breadth of view in other phases of arithmetic
i be secured?
!
j 5. In viev/ of the rapid slun^) from third grade end- of-
i
I I
the- year attainments, nhould systematic drill be deferred to
\ the fourth grace?
1!
II
; 6. What is the most efficient plan for reaching the
'
I100% standard in the fundamentals or other drill phases of
I'
arithmetic ?
ii
I!
i

I It is proposed:
1. That normal child development, based upon life needs
should be aimed at, even though it means the neglect of con-
siderable sections of the trscitional arithmetic.
2, That the overthrowing of the tracitional arithmetic
in the schools may be done without essential loss. Desirable
gains are more probable if this is done.
3. That the first steps tov/ard a better drill program in
arithmetic are that teachers understanc the purpose of drill,
the criteria by which drill subject matter is selected, and
the technique of effective teaching for drill results.
VIIT.
Conclusions
The town in this study, while fully up to the average in
the fundamentals of arithmetic, when studied critically, is
found quite unsatisfactory as far as the results are concerned.
There is no escape from the conclusion that if we are to get
more proficiency in the fundamentals of arithmetic, a revised
program must be followed. Noting the results of those who are
securing unusually high scores in this work, we pight expect
reasonably worthwhile changes if the following procedures
could be adopted:
•t
i
1. Smaller ajnount for perfect mastery.
2. Systematic, well planned drill,
3. Motivated lessons
One of the greatest necessities in undertaking a revision
of the drill material end procedures is the education of the
teachers and showing them the values of the plan pro-
posed. Tradition still holds a high place in education. Many
teach year by year in the same maimer with no thought of the
necessity of change. It is necessary to provide an adequate
situation whereby the teachers will ciscover for themselves,
the deficiencies of the traditional scheme in teaching arith-
metic. In ny mind, that is one of the chief values of the
present study. It has set people thinking. One principal, in
particular, was so completely amazed at the findings, that a
systematic te; ting program in the fundamentals is being organ-
ized for his building. Conferences of the principal and
teachers will play an important part in the revision of their
program. Other principals are open to the question, "\(Vhat
shall we d o to improve our standards?" With questions such
as these, we may look for future gains in this field.
There is still much to be done; the study is by no means
exhausted. Further testing next year with a. more detailed and
critical stuc'y of teachers' methods would be of value. Those
teachers whose scores on the re- test were unusually high have
a fine story to tell of procedures used. There is a definite
._trend iiL^jbhe rigiit ^rection-in Corrective Arithmetics,^ Only_
r
with the cooperation to teachers, principals, anc £upei'visor&,
'
may we expect to note gains and study results. That is poss-
ible in the town here studied, so v/e may look for a brighter
future in regarr to the mastery of the funramentals of
arithmetic.

IB .
1.
Si^ific Slice of the Percenta^ce Differences
Tn connection with this (fiscucsion, the reader is referred to
Table LVI v/hich chives a comparison of the median scores for
each room in October and March, for every process. It is the
pixrpose of this section to study this phase of the problem in
three respects: i%) A Study of the room in grade 4, that made
the most gain, in addition, for example; (2) A study of the
room in grade 4 that made the least gain in addition; (3) A
study of the 8veraa"e 2:ain made by grade 4, as a whole, in
addition. The for^^lila used for the probable error of a per-
2.
centage frequency is that suggested by Holzinger:
P.E.
- .6745 Uf. P. (10^-f.p.)
f.p. V N
f.p. is thw percentage score or frequency, and N" is the
number of cases.
Part T-Room with mo ft ^ain in addition
-^jplying this formula to the average percentage score of 4S
made by teacher 3, grade 4, in addition, in October we have:
P.E. of 48 = .6745\| 48(100-48) = plus
\ 19 or 7.73
minus
The percentage (48) being more than 5 times its P.E. (7.73 X 5
- 38.65) it is statietically significant.
1. Wilson, Dorothy "'.Vhat Measures Do People Know and Why?
Master's Thesis, Boston Universtty, 1935.
See chapter Tignificsnce of the Per-
centage Differences. "
2, Holzinger, Karl J. "?tatistic?^l Methods for Students of
Education. " ^inn and ComDanv, 19?8.
p. 243.

This same room made an average percentage score of 76 on
the addition test in March. Applying the same formula to the
March score, we have :
P.E. of 76 2 »6745\r76 (lQQ-76 ) - 6.61 (p^us or minus)
' 19
The percentage (7d) "oeing more than t times its P.E, {b.61 X
5 -33.05) it is statistically significant.
This treatment may be continued to find the significance of
the percent differences of the scores for this same teacher- in
October and March. To determine that, the following formula, els
suggested by Holzinger, was used:
.
r
e 2
P.E. -]\ (P.E. of 1st fo)i.(p.E. of 2nd %)
(diff.) ^
Applying th-'.s formula to the tv/o probable errors figured in this
chapter, we have:
119.
Therefore, the difference Det';een the October and March
scores in addition for teacher 3 (76-48=28.) may be said to oe
28 plus or minus 10.16.
The percentage difference {23%) being less than five times
the P.E. of the difference, it is not po^siole to say that the
difference is significant, statistically speaking; th"t is, the
gain in ':core from 48f, average in October to 76f average in
March is a gain which is not statistically significant.

Part II.
The teacher of the room making the least gain from March to
October was teacher 3. Her gain was 88-84, or 4. Using the pro
cedure of Part I, the P.E. of the Difference is ^lus or minus
|2.5. But since 5 times the T,E, (5 X 2.5 =12.5 ) exceeds the
difference (4), the gain in this case is not statistically
j
significant.
Part III.
Finally, in using the same formulae in finding the sig-
nificance of the differences of the average gain for d 1 rooms
combined, in grade 4, we find: October average, 68; March
average, 80; Difference, 12,
P.S. of 68 = plus or minus 1.75
P.E. of 80 s plus or minus 1.54
P.E. of the Difference (12) s 6.03
The percentBfre (12) being less than 5 times its P.E.
(5 X 5i)05 z 26.25), it is not statistically significant.
I
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Appendix

The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by J. J. Early, Catherine M. Tasker, and Rutli E. Fitzsimmons
TEST 5P. MULTIPLICATION—Process Step Difficulties
Test 5P sliould be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes as
soon as multiplication lias been completely taught, usually by the
' ilose of Grade 4, or any later grade.
Name Age
Grade Building
Teacher
Town, City, or County Date
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to multiply throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination, place a check (\/)
beside it; if you count, or say the tables, place two checks (VV) ;
if you do not know, place a circle around the combination. After you
have finished, note the time and then check the answers. When the
test has been corrected, note carefully for your use in self-drill, the
points on which you hesitated, counted, or made errors, according to
the plan for scoring and noting errors on page 4. Work on the points
that caused trouble. Make a note of the time you begin and complet*^
the test. You may, if you wish, figure on an extra sheet of paper. If
you do this, you should save the sheet for use in detecting errors.
Test begun....S..'...i.(?„ Test finished.......;.Z}.L5... Time Uken...I^.:22xJi2j^
Group 1 (Multiply)
1 71
Group 2 (Multiply)
CopjTight. 1028. Tbe T'nive-'^ity Publishinc: Comp.my
Lincoln— Chicago— New York— Dallas
Group 3 (Multiply) :
7 0
6
4 13
2
4 2 3
3
5 1
4
§ 2
2
6 4 2
2
$ 7.1 0
3
>'
/
6 2
4
8 3
1
9 1
V u ^^/
Group 4 (Multiply) : •
13 5
2
8 6
3
9 7
4
7 1
7
5 3
9
/ A
3 7 9
2
5 3
7
4 19
5
$1.2 5
6
4 9
4
AU J 7 ^
Group 5 (Multiply) :
6 7
9
6 8
6
$ 2.5 0
4
1 3
8
7 6
7
- J"- ^ /
2 7
8
$ 3.6 5
6
7 8
8
$ 1.9 8
5
3 7 8 .
3
, /
^ i 1 ^
Group 6 (Multiply) :
$.5 d
5
5 0 1
6
4 0 8
4
10 5
8
3 9 0
4
'j
6 0 7
9
$ 8.0 5
7
2 0 6
3
4 0 2
4
$ 7.5 0
6 \
^ / V — ILo f>
Group 7 (Multiply) :
5 1
2 5
6 2
3 4
7 1
4 3
9 2 3
2 1
8 0
1 7
/
'I ^'^ / ^
SI Oil
0) } ^ r>
c
,
- ^
7 4
1 2
3 4 2
2 1
'
rf-
Group 8
8 5
4 7
(Multiply) :
5 0 6
12 9
6 2 1
1 4
9 3
8 9
2 3 0
2 3
13 2
2 2 2
9 6
8 3
1^
u
5 4
3 9
.
7
7 8 4
3 6 7
z
Group 9 (Multiply)
:
6 8 4 3 5
4 0 3 0 8
9 2 4
9 0 6
7081
509
840''
690
- r7 7-7771
$5.90
10
7 4 5
4 0 5
Od o
- 915
504
Wo
*^^roup 10 (Multiply)
:
$.27
100
$680
120
700
60
693
600
$16.80
300
950
2000
'7/
$1.05
20
8302
805
$700.95
4
842
2100
y ' tiSfcoring the Test. A perfSc^t storS on the test is 100. There are 100 examples,
10 in each group. In the fourth grade or below, take off one for each example
missed. Above the fourth grade, a single mistake In a group means the loss of
the 10 for that group. On the next page, enter the number right for each group,
and make up the score. Above the fourth grade, count only the perfect lO's.
Summarizing Errors. After the test has been corrected, analyze the errors.
Do this by determining the cause of each error, and then entering a tally on the
plan for analysis of errors on the next page. If the plan is not complete enough,
add other items. Each pupil must know his errors and correct them.
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THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS bcore
IN ARITHMETIC
Time
Test A P Addition Process Step Difficulties
(Form 2. Cooperation of Edward Soles, Gertrude Hanley, and Dorothy Yarbrough)
Name Age Grade Building City
^^o the Pupil: Add throughout this test.
If you hesitate, place a check ( \/ ).
If you count, double check ( \/\J ) .
Note time when you start : when you stop
Directions for Scoring:
Each set counts for four points. The total score is 100.
All parts of (a) must be correct to merit the five points.
(a)
6873948579
(b)
4
3
2
6
(c)
2
6
4
2
4
(d)
2
5
6
0
(e)
2
0
7
1
0
5
_3
(f)
1 0
3 3
5 6
1 0
(g)
2 1
3 2
2 3
1 3
(h)
1 3
3 1
1 2
2 1
1 2
(i)
5 0
7
4 0
(j)
13 3
5
2 0
n no u u
(k)
2 0
4 8
13 1Ann^ u u
(1)
3 5
4 7 3
4 6 8
(m)
5 6
2 2 7
3 9 4
(n)
1 4
2 9
7 6 8
(o)
3 6 7
2 9 8
19 8
(P)
7 8
6 4
9 7
9
7 8
(q)
7 6
9 8
7 3
4 6
7 4
(r)
6 0
7 8
8 4
5 5
8 5
(s)
^ 7 8
^ 9 6
8
7 0
4 6
(t)
$1.2 0
.5 4
6.6 5
9.5 0
2.1 7
(u)
$3.7 9
8.9 4
3.4 8
.8 6
3.9 5
(v)
$5 6.5 4
4 9.5 3
4 4.8 6
6 4.0 2
8 1.3 2
4 4.0 5
(w)
$ .1 7
5.3 7
2.3 7
6.7 5
4.8 6
(x)
$7 6.4 5
8 1.8 7
5 8.4 6
5 6.5 8
4 6.7 9
3 7.4 9
8 8.0 0
(y)
% ,55
5.3 9
4.8 7
2.0 9
9.7 5
Copyright, 1938 by Guy M. Wilson. All rights reserved.

THE T/ILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Test S P Subtraction Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: Subtract in this test.
If you hesitate, place a check (v').
If you count, double check (v^).
Note time v^en you start ; vihen you stop
(a)
87958797697030546708
(b)
10 14 17 10 13 15 12 11 13658457327
(c)
67 837 37 864 58 98 425
51 426 22 632 31 58 325
(d)
84 736 92 1322 1133
34 336 62 997 766
(e)
118 9
4 5 3
(f)
7 5 5 8
3 0 0 9
(g)
4 2 8 2
12 0
(h)
7 15
2 3 6
(i)
6 0 0 3
14 0 0
(j)
4 5 4 4
9 16
(k)
8 2 9
5 7
(1)
9 2 6 1
4 7 8 0
(m)
5 3 4 1
2 18 6
(n)
14 0 0
12 5 4
(o)
4 7 0 0
14 3 2
(p)
7 8 4 9
19 9 1
(q)
1 5 0 9 8
8 0 2 0
(r)
14 9 1
8 4 3
is)
^1 3 0 2
8 0 4
(t)
12 7 6
8 9 7
(u)
$5.0 0
1.5 1
(v)
(:5 5.4 0
4 2.2 5
(w)
f?8.1 0
5.9 8
(x)
(i2 5.1 0
1 7.0 5
(y)
$1 4.0 0
9.9 8
The score is the number right times 4, Score
Time
Copyright, 1936 by Guy M. Wilson All rights reserved
Analysis of Errors - Subtraction
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this
plan,
1, Adding instead of subtracting
2, Borrowing, failing to borrow v^en necessary "^""j
3, Borrowing, from second figure to left instead of first
4, Borrowing, increasing instead of decreasing minuend digit
"""^
5, Borrowing, not taking one away is^en borrowed
6, Borrowing, the one borrowed added as a unit
7, Borrowing too many; e.g., 2 or 3 instead of 1
8, Borrowing, when unnecessary
9, Double borrowing
10, Triple borrowing
11, Combination errors, minuend under 10
12, Combination errors, minuend 10 to 18
13, Counting for answer
14, Cross subtraction
15, Lefts, dangling lefts ignored
16, Lefts, vanishing lefts brought down
17, Minuend figure brought down
18, Minuend, figiu*e of minuend taken from subtrahend
19, Process not understood
20, Remainder figures reversed
21, Remainder, one borrowed put as next figure in remainder
22, Subtrahend figure brought down
23, Subtracting units only
24, Unknovm combinations derived from known
25, Zero, \vhen remainder is zero, bringing down figure of subtrahend or minuend
26, Zero, subtracting some niimber from OrO
27, Zero, subtracting some number from 0 = subtrahend figvire
28, Zero subtracted from some number sO
29, Other zero difficulties
30, Dollars and cents
31.
32,
33,
34.
35,
Score Any score less than 100 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card tji^^
facts missed, V
Time If the time is too long it indicates vinsatisfactory habits of work. For this test
the time should not be greater than:
20 minutes in grade 3j better if only 10 minutes,
15 minutes in grade 4j better if only 8 minutes,
12 minutes in grade 6; better if only 6 minutes,
12 minutes in grade 6; better if only 5 minutes.
Name
THE V/ILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHIffiTIC
Test M P Multiplication Process Step Difficulties
Age Grade^ Building City
To the Pupil: In this test, multiply .
If you hesitate, place a check (v)*
If you co\mt or say the tables, double check (>//)•
Note time -n^en you start : when you finish
(a)87426732866397453347
(b)
& 3-6 5
6
(c)
O U 1
6
(d)
n r\ t:
Fj; 8.0 O
7
(e)
64741390810584142398
(f)
{p 7.4 0
6
(g)
^.9 0
1 0
(h)
^7 0 0.95
4
(i)
7 1
1 7
(3)
3 6 2
2 1
(k)
9 3
4 7
(1)
9 2
5 6
(m)
9 3
8 9
(n)
C:7.3 0
2 9
(o)
8 9 6
8 3
(p)
6 9 3
6 0 0
(q)
4 4 5
3 0 8
(r)
15 4
2 7 0
(s)
7 0 8 1
5 0 9
(tJ
$6 8 0.
12 0
(u)
9 15
5 0 4
(v)
5 0 6
15 9
8 3 0 2
8 0 5
(x)
17 8 4
3 6 7
(y)
8 4 2
2 10 0
The score is the number right times 4, Score
Time
Copyright, 1936, by Guy M. Wilson . All rights reserved
Analysis of Errors - Multiplication
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on thi
plan.
1. Primary combinations
________
2. One-place multiplier, no carrying
3. One-place multiplier, carrying requiring addition in same decade
4. One-place multiplier, carrying requiring addition in higher decade
5. One-place multiplier, zeros in multiplicand with and without
carrying into zero
6. Two- or three-place multiplier, no carrying
7, Two- or three-place multiplier, with carrying
8. Zeros in multiplicand
9, Addition combination errors in carrying
10, Combination errors in adding partial products
11, Carried wrong nxanber
12, Forgot to carry
13, Errors in carrying into zero
14, Put carried number in product
15, Misplacement in writing partial products
16, Columns confused in adding partial products
17, Multiplying by zero
18, Omitting zeros in partial product
19, Omitting one figvire of multiplier
20, Omitting one figure multiplicand
21, Switching multipliers
22, Decimal point omitted or misplaced in product (U. S. money)
23, Used wrong process, added or subtracted
24, Counted or said tables to get multiplication facts
25,
26,
27, ZIZZIZIIIZIIIZZII^^
28,
Score Any score less than 100 calls for corrective work.
Find your errors and card the facts missed.
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work.
For this test the time should not be greater than:
20 minutes in grade 4
20 minutes in grade 5
15 minutes in grade 6
12 minutes in grade 7
better if only 10 minutes
better if only 8 minutes
better if only 7 minutes
better if only 6 minutes
THE inLSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Test S D P Short Division Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: This is a test in short division .
If you hesitate, place a check (>/).
If you cotmt or say tables, double check (vy/).
Note time when you start : when you finish
Divide:
(a) (b)
9) 3 S 5) 4 5 9) 8 1 6) 2 4 9)2 7 5) 4 9 8) 7 4) 3 7
8) 7 2 3)1 1 5 9)4 5 2)1 6 9)0 7)3 6) 2 0
(c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
6)306 9)549 7) 4 9 7 3)964 5)$ 15 2.
(h) (i) (k) (1)
8) 4 0 9 7) 1 6 1 9) 6 4 8 8)6584 4) 9 9 4
(m) (n) (o) (p) (q)
2)232 7)631 6) 3 6 0 4 2 4) 2 8 0 1 2 8) 4 8 0 8
(r) (s) (t) (v)
4) 4 0 1 6 3) 1 3 8 2 7 7)47978 5)^::2 5 5.1 0 4) 6 4 0 1 4
(y)
6)16 805 6 7) 2 8 0 3 8)6402
The score is the number right times 4, Score
Time
Copyright, 1936 by Guy M. mison All rights reserved
Analysis of Errors - Short Division
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this
plan.
1, Mistakes in primary division facts O's , I's , 2's , 3's , 4»s
5's
, 6's , 7's , 8»s , 9's
2. Complete ignorance of process of division
3, Used a dividend digit tvdce
~~~
4, Neglecting a digit of dividend
5. Failure to divide when partial dividend is equal to divisor
6. Wrong placing of first quotient figure
7. Extra figure or zero added at close of quotient for no apparent reason
8. Extra figure or zero added within quotient
9. Carrying to answer a figure in mind, as 37-r 7= 7, 48-^ 8 = 8, 27 4- 3 - 7.
10, Did not complete division (as last step)
11, Failure to bring down a final zero in quotient
12, Omitting zero in quotient vihen dividend digit will not contain divisor
13, Zero ~ by some nvmibers that n\mber or 1
14, Zero
-r by some nicnber, nothing placed in quotient
15, Remainder omitted, at close
16, Remainder ignored, within problem
17, Wrote remainders within problem
18, Using a remainder within a problem larger than divisor (quotient figure
too small)
19, Remainder at close larger than divisor
20, Subtraction wrong, giving wrong remainder to carry
21, Failure to subtract to get remainder
22, Carrying, failure to, in uneven division
23, Carrying when division is even
24, Errors in multiplication, as shown in having pupil go over example orally
25, Confused by U, S. money, dollar sign, and decimal point
26, Failure to place decimal point or placing it incorrectly
27, Inability to check short division
28,
29,
30.
Score Any score less than 100 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the
facts missed.
Time If the time is too long it indicates xmsatisfactory habits of work. For this test
the time should not be greater than;
V
15 minutes in grade 5j better if only 10 minutes,
12 minutes in grade 6j better if only 8 minutes.
12 minutes in grade 7; better if only 6 minutes.
10 minutes in grade 8; better if only 5 minutes.
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN AJ^ITHMETIC
Test LDP Long Division Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
This is a test in long division.
If at any point you do not know vrhSit to do, place a check (n/) and try-
to note the reason. T/Vhen the test is over, get yo\ir teacher to help
you on the points that bothered.
Note time -when you start ; Tivhen you finish
3 0)s'? 6,9 0
\a.y
3 2)3 8 7 2
(h)
5 1) 5 6 9 3
(c)
2 1) 6 7 4 9
(d)
5 2)1198
2 8) 3 9 2
(f)
6 1)19 7 4
(g)
4 5)ig 3 1,5 0
(h)
9 1) 3 9 1
(i)
4 2) 1 0 0 8
6 3) 2 3 9 4
(k)
5 9)1 5 5 7
(1)
111) 8 9 9 1
(m)
13 1)2 7 5 ]
(n)
7 4) 2 7 4 0
(o)
1 4)v 8.4 0
(P)
4 7)4 3 0 0
(q)
8 3) 76 360
(r)
7 0) 1 7 4 0
(s)
9 8) 9 0 1 6
(t)
^3) 3 3 5 8
(u)
1122)135762
(v)
3 2)^17 7.00
(w)
2 6)1 8 4 60 I
(x)
4 5)3^55
(y)
The score is the number right times 4, Score
Time
Copyright, 1936 by Guy M. Wilson All rights reserved
To the Pupil:
Divide:
Analysis of Errors
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this
plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16,
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
Division process not knovm, or not kept
in mind, general confusion.
Division incomplete, all figures of
dividend not used.
Division facts not knovm (table facts)
Bringing doim figures, two figures
brought dovm, only one needed.
Bringing down figures, failure to
bring down next figure.
Bringing down figures, wrong figure
brought down.
Bringing down figures, dividend
figure brought down a second time.
Bringing down figures, annexing zero
or needed figure to dividend, then
bringing down.
Divisor put as quotient in einswer
Quotient figure too small
Quotient figure too large
Quotient figure put over wrong
dividend figure.
Quotient, wrong figure in quotient,
but right multiplier used,
Quotient, putting any figure in
quotient, but making last product
equal last partial dividend.
Quotient, not obtaining last quotient
figure,
Quotient, last figure "vdien zero,
not set down.
Partial dividend, larger than divisor,
used, giving an extra figure in quotient
Remainder, failure to subtract to get
final remainder,
Remainder, not expressed in answer,
Remainder, extra figure put in remainder
Remainder, expressing remainder as frac-
tion and not reducing.
Remainder, not using a final zero, which
forms part of remainder.
Remainder, larger than divisor.
24.
25,
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33,
34,
35,
36.
37.
38.
39,
40.
41.
42,
43,
44.
45.
46.
Zero omitted between figures
of quotient.
Zero omitted at end of
quotient.
Zero iirithin dividend ignored
Final zero in dividend ignored
Confused by dollar sign and
decimal point.
Inability to check the
answer
Subtraction facts 0 to 9
(no borrowing)
Subtraction facts 10-19
(borrowing)
Decreasing next figure,
although no borrowing.
Not decreasing next figure
for one borrowed.
Borrowing when unnecessary
Not ccanpleting final (left
hand) subtraction.
Multiplication facts, no
carrying (other than O),
Multiplication errors, when
zero is involved.
Multiplication errors, with
carrying.
Failure to carry in multi-
plying.
Multiplication, carrying
when there is none to carry.
Repeating parts of multi-
plication table.
Not ccmpleting multiplication
missing one figure.
Correct figure in quotient,
but not used in multiplying.
Score Any score less than 100 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card thj^
facts missed, '
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this
test, the time should not be greater than:
40 minutes in grade 5j better if only 20 minutes.
30 minutes in grade 6; better if only 20 minutes.
20 minutes in grade 7; better if only 15 minutes.
18 minutes in grade 8; better if only 12 minutes.


